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In a recent conversation with two of my ablest students I
found that they had made 1ilhat was for them a surprising discovery.
They had discovered that persons who start with very different
theological presuppositions can agree on a major social issue I
was surprised that they were surprised because common action on
ethical problems has proved to be possible so often not only among
Protestan~ churchmen who differ tbeologic~lly but also among
Protestants and Catholics and Jews who can be expected to have more
basic theological differences. It is also our, daily experience that
we who belong to one of these cccmm•uities of~faith can cooperate witb
men of moral sensitivity who have no traditional
"' religious commitment
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However we should not draw either one
two possible conclusions from this co,mmon experience. We should not assume that there are
no religious convictiqns that may be present ill churches and synagogues
which hinder cooperation in matters of ethical concern. Let 111e put the
matter in this way 1 can name various theological positions held by
some Protestants which prevent me from cooperating with them on the
issues on which I can work closely with many Catholics and Je.ws. I
am sure that Catholics and Jews here present can make an equivalent
statement. Reinbold Niebuhr used to shock new students at Union
Seminary by saying that he found himself most often in politics
allied with Catholics and Jews against Protestants. The reason for
this was the tendency for many Protestants to represent a spiritual
individualism which carried over into their thinking about economic
institutions and hence into their thinking about political choices
-This individualism has roots in theological convictions. Also there
is a type of Protestantism which is so conservative in its interpretation of divine providence that it tends to advise an acceptance of the
status guo as ordained by God. God is seen more as the sanction for
order than the inspirer of movements which seek a transforming social
justice.
I realize that there are many non-theological factors, which

support the op1nions to which I

refe~, such factors as limitations in
social experience, tbe pressure of economic interest and, growing out

(

-2of both of these, the fear of change, but in the church theological
ideas have some force of their own and they give sanction to these
fears. The fear of revolution can be dressed up theologically in
many ways as both Protestants and Catholics know and this may make
psychologically impossible sympathetic attention to the plight of
people whose need for change cries to heaven. Theology does make a
difference especially at the point Wiere religious people weigh the
claims of radical social change. But this is not a theological difference which separates Catholics and Protestants and Jews as such fran
each other. I have often felt that the Jewish experience of being a
minority has enabled Jews to escape some of the temptations to give
theological sanction to the status quo to which Protestants and
Catholics have often succumbed
the second error to which I desire to call attention is the
error of under-emphasizing the positive role in our common work of
some theological convictions. It goes without saying tht4: Catholics
and Protestants and ,Jews, however each group may differ wichin itself,
do differ from each other on theological issues which they regard as
essential. But I do believe that they may stress an overlapping area
of conviction, however differently they may move into that area I
have in mind what 1 cake to be some common Biblical elements in our
understanding of God and man in the world. Do we not have in common
faith in God who is both Roly and dynamic, who works within his
creation but who allows freedom for his creatures to resist him,
who seeks to save the people whom he has created from the lostness
that follows disobed1ence, who seeks to bring communities into
existence, communities of faithfulness and love and more inclusive
political communities informed by justice, the justice demanded by
the prophets of Israel which can also be seen in the context of the
kind of solidarity of God with men of whom Jesus spoke when he said
"Inasmuch as ye did it not to the least of these my brethren, ye did
it not unto me " Do we not also have in common a view of the world
as God's creation which is sufficiently positive that it causes us
to renounce escapist doctrines that stress the in.growing religious
life of churches and synagogues at the expense of openness to the
world, or responsibility for and involvement in the secular world
without losing a perspective frcm which that world can be judged
and a faith in sources of mercy and redemption for its people which
the world as such cannot provide? I have put all of these things in
my own way as a Protestaut and not a Catholic or .a Jew but my words
have been intended not so much to call attention to my own formulation but to refer to a body of common convictions which are possible
because we share elements of the same revelation. I know that every
sentence that I have uttered will have different nuances of meaning
in a Catholic or a Jewish context. And yet I wonder if when we
compare these words which point to camm.on convictions with same of
the views that often divide us frcm members of our own ccmmunities,
we may noc have fresh understanding of their importance.
So, my first word about the things that we may do together
is that we should give greater attention to the ways in which we may
make a common witness on the theological level in these days of

-3fantastic theological confusion. I do not mean a·t all that we should
develop a common-denomi04to~ pa~kag~ of religlou~ prop.ostttQQS which
we join in promoting
Not that at all. Rather I mean that we should
become aware of the area of overlap when each of us gives his own
witness and seek to get a hearing for it. We should in our own
institutions make sure that this is heard from representatives of
each of the other religious ccxnmunities. This is being done in
many places now and it is being done here this evening. I believe
that much of the current theological confusion arises from the widespread caricatures of the Biblical understanding ·o f God, caricatures
that do not allow for God's patience and respect for the freedom and
dignity of Ulen and falsely suggest that God competes with the claims
of humanity for attention to its need for justice and peace. Wonder
and gratitude which become worship should not be seen as an extra
duty to God that can supplant our duty to our neighbors but as sources
of motivation, sources of strength as we move into the world of neighbors and ,c haracteristics of that humane living which is our goal.
As I say these things I must warn at once against allowing
tradition.al and pious words to create a barrier between us and the
honest searching and noble commitments of those who reject all such
words because they have heard them used far too of ten to excuse
escape from intellectual or social issues or to sanctify various
combinationa of injustice and obscurantism. Full recognition of
these difficulties should not cause us to neglect what we believe
to be true in misunderstood traditions.
The cooperation of churches and synagogues in recent years
on the issue of civil rights is a proof that common social action
is possible. The willingness of representatives of our three tradi·
tions to take together what often at the time seemed to be risks and
to join in action that tried the patience or affronted the prejudices
of many supporters in our constituencies show what is possible Today
the concrete issues are often more ambiguous and the unity that made
the March on Washington so memorable has been partly dissipated.
Each of our communities has proved that it bas its own form of
backlash The problems of our northern ghettoes do not lend themselves to solution by laws for which we can crusade. Moreover the
civil rights issues are seen to be part of far larger problems of
urban poverty and in many places of urban demoralization Today
often wis.e statesmanship is more important than crusading. But
let not such a statement in..~ibit us when times and places occur
where crusades and demonstrations and civil disobedience are still
in order.
White Christians and Jews will need to be careful tn their
responses to the frustrations of their Negro fellow citizens for
whan little has changed during these recent years of civil rights
crusades. Why those who have been using white power since the beginning of the republic should be so astonished to find some who
are still its victims speaking of "black power" is difficult for me
to unders.tand.. I do recognize that in the midst of the present
vicious circles the talk of black power has been tactically a
political mistake and that those who speak of "coalition power" are
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correct. There are many white allies that are essential if any
battles are to be won and they must not allow themselves to be scared
off by this phrase. Certainly in the sphere of religious education
imaginative understanding can be encouraged and careful distinctions
made and we can help to prepare cur constituencies for the courage
and the commitment and the wisdom that will be needed in the midst
of innumerable local and regional situations in which we shall have
to act and take sides on political choices when we would prefer to
wait until there is a clearer choice. This will be our life and it
will be much more difficult and less satisfying than single issue
crusades I hope that what many of us learned during those crusades
concerning our religious responsibility for social structures, for
political action, for justice in terms of real equal opportunity of
people, of children in our schools will not be lost.
The civil rights issues lead to a radical approach to the
broader problem of poverty. In the short run it is essential to
c ounteract any tendencies that may stem from the recent election
to undercut what is being done to overcome poverty ln our cities .
In the long run it will be necessary to prepare the people of
churches and synagogues for more far-reaching changes
It is significant that the President's commission on Technology, Automation and
Economic Progress, while it was free from extreme and alarmist predictions, did break the pattern of individualistic social thinking
very radically in its recommendation that "economic security be
guaranteed by a floor under family income" and that "this floor
should include both improvements in wage-related benefits and a
broader system. of income maintenance for those families unable to
provide for themselves." ('technology and the American Economy, p .110) •
This recommendation is close to one adopted in February 1966 by the
General Board of the National Council of Churches that "our burgeoning productivity makes possible, and our Judaeo•Christian ethic makes
mandatory, the development of economic policies and structures under
which all people, regardless of employment status, are assured an
adequate livelihood." Both statements presuppose the idea that
such income maintenance must be recognized as a basic right, such
as the right of all children to educational opportunity. Changes
in what seems right or possible are taking place in circles that
are highly responsible and some of them would have shocked most of
us only two decades ago. These changes go against 11 the Protestant
ethic" which put so much stress on the economic virtues of the
individual, upon his discipline as one who worked and saved and
invested in order to work more and save more and inveat more.
Actually there has been a great difference for some time b~tween
this stereotype of "the Protestant ethic" and the ethical teachings
of the Protestant churches which have strongly criticized this onesided individualism and have come very close to the economic ethics
of the encyclicals of Pope Pius XI and Pope John XXIII and of the
Constitution on the Church and the Modern World of the Second Vatican
Council. The converging of Roman Catholic economic ethics and the
economic ethics of the World Council of Churches and the National
Council of Churches, of most Protestant denominations and of most
Protestant theologians forms the background of much that we can do

-5together. the Jews have not lacked the economic virtures but they
have beeD less domi11ated by an individualistic ideology thau the
Protestants and their social witness has helped very often to show
us the way.
I can almost hear sO!lleone quoting the words of St. Paul
"If any oue will not work, let him not eat." (II Thessalonian& 3 10)
But we should not turn Paul's condemnation of an especially obnoxious
group of parasites in the first century into a universal law applicable in all centuries to all economies, at all levels of productivity. Moreover there are other verses in the New 'T estament including
the words "for I was hungry and you gave me food."

We all know that new structures and new ways of dealing with
the distribution of the means of livelihood will create their own
problems. I do not look forward to a society in which work for
economic reward will cease to be a discipline for most of us. But
it is important that we be able to face the problems of the immediate
future without sacrificing tens of millions of people to the individualistic ideology with which Protestants feel at home. There must
be willingness to think new thoughts and tey new ways that will
require the reinterpretation of much that has been believed to be
religious truth.
One of the great episodes in recent years in the experience
of the Protestant and Orthodox churches was the Conference on Church
and Society that met in Geneva in July 1966. I have been greatly
influenced by it and I mention it here because it dramatized for
those of us who were there another phase of what we can do together
for the sake of social justice. The conference was an occasion on
which the Christians of Asia, Africa and Latin America made themselves
felt by the Christians from Europe and North America.
As a result there came to be two major emphases at the conference. One was the responsibility of the older and richer nations to
find ways of sharing their abundance with the developing nations ,
helping them to help themselves in raising their standards of living.
The other emphasis was quite different the stress upon the revolu•
tionary impulses and movements especially in Asia and Latin America
Often these revolutio·t lary movements in Latin America have Roman
Catholic support. Younger Protestants there seem to have more in
common with younger Catholics than either group bas with the older
and more conservative representatives of its own confession. I
suggest to you that here is one area in which North American Catholics
and Protestants can work together. Together they may help to change
American attitudes and policies, attitudes and policies which are
controlled by fear of any leftist revolutions in any country in
this hemisphere, and that have the effect of strengthening the
conservative oligarchies in some Latin countries.
More broadly, out of Geneva and out of Roman Catholic circles
inspired by Pope John's Mater et Magistra and Pacem in Terris there
should come a common commitment to international economic and social
justice. I am glad to obseive that on the highest levels there are
already the beginnings of institutional cooperation. But the people
who are in our churches need to realize in their minds and hearts the
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depth of the moral and spiritual problem created for us by the gap
between rich and poor nations that grows wider all the time All
of our religious communities have a responsibility At Geneva it was
often suggested that the United States and the Soviet Union were much
alike not only because of their great power but also because both are
dominantly white and relatively prosperous in a world in which most
people still are hungYy. To narrow this gap between the rich and the
poor on a world scale will be very difficult. The too rapid growth
of population is an important part of the problem and differing
positions on birth control remains one obstacle to cooperation
Religious education can be the education of conscience and of imagination in the face of the massive facts of poverty and hunger in the
world. Our religious communities should enlist in this cause, always
emphasizing at the same time what we can do to narrow the gap between
rich and poor nations and our openness to the social experiments, even
the revolutionary experiments of other nations.
I am sure that on the minds of all of us is the question of
how far we can work together for peace. The Pope as an active peacemaker has kindled hopes and set an example. Also the statement of
the Vatican Council on modetu war should stimulate fresh thinking
a nd new resolves in this country. The Catholic Church has had in
its tradition in a more explicit form than Protestantism the concept
of the JUSt war as the basis for limiting the use of violence
This
concept covered both the occasions of war and the means of war Now
that nuclear weapons create the possibility of war without limits,
of mutual annihilation and the annihilation of nations that never
chose to fight, it is incumbent on us to deal with the religious
and moral issues raised by this situation in religious education.

On a world scale I see a convergence of Catholic and Protestant thinking on this sub3ect. Almost identical positions were taken
by the Vatican Council in its constitution on the Church and the
Modern World and the conference at Geneva Neither was able to say
much that threw light on the immediate problem of deterrence> neither
called for immediate nuclear disarmament beginning with unilateral
disannament if necessary, neither was able to go as far as nuclear
pacifism. But both stated that the prevention of total war has a
moral priority. After giving some account of the meaning of the
effects of a nuclear war the Council made the following statement
"tUth these truths in mind, this most holy Synod makes
its own condemnation of total war already pronounced by
recent Popes and issues the following declaration
"Any acts of war aimed indiscriminately at the destruction
of entire cities or of extensive areas along with their populations is a crime against God and man himself. It merits unequivocal and unhesitating condemnatio11. 11

Let me put beside that declaration the statement that was
adopted by the Geneva Conference
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"Th1$ new and terrible dt~ti.Qn forces Christians to reexamine their previous thinking concerning war and the fuZJCtion
of the state in relation to it
In Amsterdam in 1948, the
First Assembly of the World Council of Churches declared, 'War
is contrary to tte will of God," and at the same time distinguished three possible attitudes toward the participation of
Christians in the evil of war
Today the situation has changed
Christians still differ as to whether military means can be
legitimately used to achieve objectives which are necessa'tY to
justice. But nuclear war goes beyond all bounds. Mutual
nuclear annihilatiou can never establish justice because it
destroys all that: justice seeks to defend or to achieve. we
now say to all govenmients and peoples that nuclear war is
against God's will and the greatest of evils. Therefore we
affixm that it is the first duty of governments and their
officials to prevent nuclear war."
These statements about the moral priority of preventing nuclear
war need to be seen today against the background of the changes in what
is at stake in the conflicts associated with the cold war. When it was
natural to expect that a victory for Communism anywhere meant an addition to a monolithic Communist movement that threatened the so-called
free world from both east and west and when such an extension of
Communism meant that one more nation would be dondemned to permanent
Stalinist slavery it may have been a mistake to say that the prevention of nuclear war was the greatest duty of states. The issue of
what 'las imagined to be permanent slavery versus freedom was so
fateful au issue that many t~ougbt it better to allow the choice
between nuclear war a~d anv serious risk of Communism anywhere to
be kept at least a matter of even balance Today the change in
the meaning of Communism, its obvious fragmentation as a world-wide
movement and the changes which come over Communist countries within
a few decades making them more humane, should go far to defuse the
cold war and to prepare our goveniment and our people to focus more
on the limitation of force than has been true in the past. It will
take time to absorb the full meaning of what has happened. So far,
except for the strong pacifist testimony in churches and synagogues,
there has been a tende.ncy to hold back and to postpone a serious
dealing with this issue. The cold war has so conditioned the
responses of Americans that it is difficult to begin the fresh
thinking that is now required. We are putting behind us the .s pirit
of the holy war but a great deal of rigidity r~ns. The time bas
come to drop our absolutistic anti-C01111JLUDism. There may be less
agreement in this area than in regard to civil rights and world
poverty but at least there should be continuous enquiry and a
concerted effort to move into new territory.

On the war in Vietnam there are so many voices in our
religious communities that it is difficult to speak with confidence
I have referred to the Pope's leadership here. He is strongly
supported in this country by very able and devout and articulate
Catholic laymen, by laymen. rather more than by the clergy. Indeed

"
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-8the ferment among lay Roman Catholics is a great inspiration to
many of us in the Protestant churches. Mr. Scharper speaks for them.
I am also greatly encouraged by the many statements on this issue by
representative Jewish organizations and by Jewish rabbis of whom
Rabbi Reschel is one of the most eloquent 'J.'he World Council of
Churches and the National Council of Churches have called repeatedly
for de-escalation of the war and for a negotiated settlement rather
than military victory.
Geneva Conference said almost unanimously

"'J:he Massive and growing American presence in Vietnam
and the long continued bombing of villages in the South and
of targets a few miles from cities in the North cannot be
justified."
Recently the co-chairman of the Inter-religious Conference
on Peace issued a statement calling for a halt to the bombing of
North Vietnam as a first step toward carrying out the peace fonnula
of U Thant. Those who signed this were Rabbi Eisendrath, Bishop
Wright - the Roman Catholic Bishop of Pittsburgh, Archbishop lakovos
of the Orthodox Church, Bishop Lord - a Methodist. Bishop Crittenden an Episcopalian and DT. Dana Greely - President of the UnitarianUniversalist Association.

When during a war, have churches and

synagogues shown as much independence of the state as in this war?
In so far as they have done this they have been true to their· calling
to witness to the God who has no favorites among the nations and who
jucges especially those that are most powerful and most inclined to
self-righteousness and who loves those on both sides of this tragic
conflict

Many barriers are down The conflicts of conviction which
separate us are better understood and the many disorders that we all
inherit from the past can be dealt with in a more therapeutic manner
than before. Conflicts on Church and State issues, for example~
will not be deepened by the fear of Catholic power felt so strougly
as recently as 1960. Many people regard that year as the year of
America's coming of age as a pluralistic society with the election
of a President who wa.s a Catholic. We are beginning to learn. to
work together each guided by his own tradition but with many overlapping convictions, with mutual respect and with a promise of
beneficent results for our ccmmon life.
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--------A famous tour-'t'Ol.umct vork on the history at atheiam 1-n the
Veet, published eixty ,eare ago, begins vith the statement "God
baa died . ~e time baa cane to write Bis hietoey. 11 Today, no
b1ato!'1an would rega:rd auch a proJect as urpnt, our maJor .a nxiety
today seems to be 41ametrically opposed. Man may be dying and theM
will be no one to write his history. 2bis ia the problem that
•hatters all camplacency, "Is man obsolete?" A generation ago
people ma11lta1Ded: tecbnological civ1.l1zat1on contradicts rellg1on.
'l'oday, we are 1itmder1Dg does technological civilization contradict
man? '1'he atr1k1ng feature of ov age is not the presence at
anxiety, but tbe inadeqWtcy ot amd.ety, the 1118Uf"ticient evenness
ot what ia at atalte 112 the humaD situat1on. It is as it the

nigbtmare· ot()Ul" tears surpassed our capacity tor tear.

Mm all over the world see the vr1 t1Dg on the wall, but ere
too ill1 terate w understand what 1t says. We all hew that
sense ot dread tor what is comtng, it if; a teer ot absolute evil,

a tear of' total destruction. It 1a more than an emotion. An
epoco1ypt.1c monster has descended upon the world, and there 1s
nowhere to go, nowhere to hide. What is the nature ot that
monster!
Ia 1 t a demon tbe power ot which 1a ultimate, 1D
th.ct presence of which there is only despair?

!bis !a a time 1n which it is conaiderttd unreasonable to
believe in the presence ot the Divine• but quite reasonable to
believe in the 4emon1c. And yet, as a Jew, I recoil frcm the
belief' in the demonic.

Over and agalDst

the belief in the

ultimate power ot the demon stands the admonition of Moses.
I quote "Know, tberetore, this day and believe 1D your heart,
that the lcrd is Ood 1n heaven above, on the earth beneatb, there
ia no one else." 'lbere are no demonic forces.

'lhe great act ot redemption brought about by !t>aes am the
ot Israel, was the ellm1nat1on ot the demou, the gods,

Prophets

•
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and demigods f'rom the consciousness of' man, the demons which populated the world Of ancient man are dead in the Bible. And yet,
even Moses kr.ew that men is endowed with the power to make a god,
he has an uncanny ability to create or to revive a demon.
Indeed,
man's wo·r ship of' power hes resurrected the demon of power.
It is not a coincidence that tbe three of us who part~cipate
in this eveni.ng's panel discussion also serve as co-chairmen of the
National Committee of ClersY and laymen concerned about Vietnam.
The meeting place
not the Palmer Rouse in
Vietnam. An ecumenical
dying to,g ether, killing
so soon atter H1tler.

of tbis evelling's discussion should be
Chicago but somewhere in the Jungles of
mghtmare, Cbrlstians, Jews, Buddhists,
one another So soon af'ter ltuscbwitz 1

'lhe question about Auscbwitz to be asked is not Where was
Cod? but. rather where was man? 'lbe Ood ot Abraham has never premised always to hold back Cain's band frCIDl killing his brother. To
equate God and history is idolatry. God is present when man's
heart 1a alive. When the heart turne to stone, when man is absent,
God 1& banished, and history, disengaged, is in distress.
What should have been humanity's answer to the Nazi atrocities?

Repentance, a revival ot tbe conscience, a sense of unceasing, burn·
1ng shame, a persistent effort to be worthy of the name human, to
prevent the Justif'ication ot a death of man theology, to control
the urge to cruelty.

Is it not a desecration of our commitment to set es it that
agony never happened, to go on with religion as usual at a time

when a nuclear disaster is being made a serious possibility?
We should have learned at least one lesson

Don't

!!!l!?

Today is the anniversary of the death ot President Kennedy.
Yet it made no impact on our
His assassination shook the world
laws and customs No lessQD was learned, no conclusion was drawn.
Guns are still available c o d
Mass killing in Chicago, in
Houston, Texas, in Arizona, and elsewhere, is becomiDg a favorite
pest-time of yO\L~~ boys.
ibe Pentagons of the world are Temples Within their hallowed
walls the great decisions cane about Bow many shell 11ve bow many
shall die
'
The envoys of peace weep bitterly
The highways lie waste

Covenants are broken,

Witnesses are despised,
niere is no regard tor man.
-Isaiah 33 8
Jonah is running to Tarshish, while Nineveh is tottering on
the brink Are we not all guilty of Jc:,c-t'h's failure? We have been
running to Tarshisb when the call is to go to .Nineveh.

-3"What 1a the use
What are the traps and
and spiritual pitfalls
Vietnam? What is the
of nuclear weapons?

of running, when you are on the
spiritual pit:f'alls that account
that account for the outrage of
use ot social security when you

wrong road?"
tor the traps

the war in
have· a surplus

Religion cannot be the same after Auschwitz and Biroahima.
Its teachings must be pondered not only in the hells of learning
but also in the presence of im:D8tes in extermination camps, and
in the sight of the mushroom of a nuclear explosion.

file new situation in the world has plunged every one of us
into unknown regions of responsibility. Unprepared, perplexed,
misguided, the world is in a spiritual no man's land
Men all
over the world are waiting for a way out of distress, for a new
certainty of the meani.Dg of being human Will help come out of
those "1ho seek to keep alive the words ot the prophets?

This is, indeed, a grave hour tor those who are comm1tted to
honor the name of God
The ultimate standards of living, according to Jewish teaching,
are Kiddusb Ha-Shem _and Hillul Ba-Shem The one means that everything
withln one's power eboula '6e done to ilorify the name of God before
the world, the other that everything should be avoided to reflect
dishonor upon the religion and thereby desecrate the n=e of God.
According to the ancient rabbis, tbe Lord said to Israel ·
"1 have brOUgbt you out of Egypt upon the condition that you
sacrifice your very lives should the honor of ~ name require it "
( Si:tra, 99d )
"All sins may be atoned for by repentance 7 by means of the
Day of Atonement, or through the chastening power of affliction,
but acts which cause the desecration of the name of God will not
be forgiven
'Surely this iniquity will not be forgiven you till
you die, says the Lord of boats' (Isaiah 23 14)."
In the light of these princip1es, e.g. a slight act of
injustice is regarded as a grave offense when committed by a
person whose religious leadership is acknowledged and of whose
conduct an example is expected

God bad trust in us and gave us His word, His wisdom and
sane of Eis power But we have distorted Bis word, His wisdom,
and abused Bis power.
!!hose who pray tremble when they real! ze how staggering are
the debts ot the religions of the West.
We have mortgaged our
soul~ end borrowed so much srace, patience end forgiveness .
We
have promised charity, love, guidance and a way of redemption,
and now we ere challenged to keep the promise, to honor the pledge.
How shall we prevent baDk.ruptcy in the presence of God and man?
God has moved out of the fortress of pedestrian certainties
and is dwelling in perplexities
Be qee abandoned our c<nplacenciee and has entered our spiritual. agony, upsetting dogmas 1
discrediting articulations. Beyond all doctrines and greater than
human faith stands God, God's question of man, God's waiting tor

-4man, t'or every man, God in search of man Deeper than all our understanding 1a our bold certainty that God is with us in distress 7
hiding in the scandal of our ambigu.itiea And now God may· send
those whom we have expected least "to do Bis deed -- stra~e is
His deed, to carry out his work -- alien is Bis work '' (Isaiah
28 21) What is the use of running to Tarshish when the call is
to go to Nineveh?
We must learn how to labor in the attairs of the world with
fear and trembling. While involved in public affairs, we must not
cease to cultivate the secrets of religious privacy
Abraham who despised the spirit of Sodom end Gomorrah es much
as Washington despises tbe ideology of Red China was nevertheless
horrified by the Lord's design to rain napalm, brimstone end nre
upon the sillf'ul cities
Destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah would
be a spectacular manifestation of God's power in the worldl So
why did Abraham oppose an action which would have been a greet
triumph for 11 religion11 t "Will you destroy the innocent along
With the guilty? Fer be it f'rcm you to do such a thing "
(Genesis 18 24:f'). It is said in that story "Abraham is still
standing before the Lord" (18 22). To this very day Abraham is
still pleading, still standing before the Lord "in fear and
trembl.1.ng."

It is necessary to go to Nineveh, it is also vital to learn
bov to stand before God. For many of' us the march from Selma to
Montgomery was both protest and prayer. legs are not lips, and
walking is not kneeling.
And yet our legs uttered songs. Even
without words, our march was worship.
Unlike Jonah, Jeremiah did not go into tbe desert of loneliness
He remained a solitary dissenter in the midst of his people.
Defied by his contemporaries, bewildered by the ways of' the Lord,
he would rather be defeated with God then victorious without him.
The cardinal problem is not the survival of religion, but
the survival ot man. Whet ie required is a continuous effort to
overcome hardness ot beart, callousness, end above all to inspire
the world with the biblical image of man, not to forget that man
without God is a torso, to prevent the dehumanization of man For
the opposite of human is not the animal '!be opposite of the human
is the demonic

Contemporary man is a being afflicted w1 th contradictions and
perplexities, living in anguish in en af'f'luent society
Bis &nXi•
ety makes a mockery of bis boasts
Passing through several revo•
lutions. simultaneously, his thinking is behind the times. High
standards of living, vulgar standards of thinking, too feeble to
stop the process of the spiritual liquidation of man. Man is
becoming obsolete, canputers ere taking over
The issue we face is not secularization but total mechanize·
tion, mdl1tar1zat1on. The issue is not empty churches, but empty
hearts

-5If the ultimate goal is power, then modern man has caae of age
However, if the ultimate goal is meaning of existence, then man hes
already descended into a new infancy

At times it is as if our normal consciousness were a state of

partly suspended animation

OUr perceptivity limited, our cart egories

onesided.
'lhings that matter most ere of no relevance to many of us
Pedestrian categories will not lead us to the summit, to attain
understanding for realness of God we heve to rise to a higher level
of thinking and experience.
This is en age in which even our common sense is tainted with
commerciaiism and expediency To recover sensitivity to the divine,
we must develop in uncommon sense, rebel against S'eem:lngly relevant,
against conventional validity, to unthiDk many thoughts, to abandon
many habits, to sacrifice msxiy pretensions
The: temple in Jerusalem hes been destroyed All that is left
is a wa11.1ng well .A stone well stands between God and man
Is
there a way of piercing the well?
Is there a way of sunnounting tbe wall?
What 18 the substance, of whicll that wall .i s made? 18 it, as
the prophets maintain, man's heert of stone? Or 1s it, es Isaiah
also claims, the hiding of God? 'lhe darkening or his presence?

Perhaps this is the chief vocation of man to saale the wall,
to sense what is revealed wherever he is concealed, to realize that
even a wall. cannot separate man from God, that the darkness is but
a challenge and a passageway
We have pulled down the shutters and locked the doors. No
light should enter, no echo should disturb our ccmplacency. Men
is the master, ell else is a void Religion came to be understood
in commercial terms. We will pay our dues, end He will otter
protection
God hes not complied with our expectations

call it qUits

Who is to b1ame?

So we sulk, end

Is God simply wicked -- has Re

failed to keep the deal?
The hour calls for a breakthrough through the splendid platitudes thet dominate our thinking, for eftorts to counteract the
systematic deflation of men, for a commitment to recall the dimension
of depth 'Within which the central issues of human existence can be
seen in a way compatible vith tbe dangerous grandeur of the bumen
condition.

Characteristic of our own religious situation is an awerenees
that theology is out of context, irrelevant to the emergencies engulfing us, pitif'ul.ly incongruous w1 th the energies technology bes released,
and unrelated to our anguish
The word heaven is a problem, and so is the living, lovi.Dg God,
and so is the humanity in men a grave problem There ere two ways of
dealing with a problem one is an effort to solve it, the other is m
effort to dissolve it, to kill it •••

Let us not make a rl.rtue ot spi.ri WA.J. ·c•1:r1:n.11enPss~
HI.by glorify :t'eJJ.ure t

Why C8J:tOD •

1ze de:f'.1. t:1.onc:1es1

The crisis is wider, the anguish is deeper. What is ~ e-tske
is not only srticJ.es of' the creeds, paragraphs of the 1sw, vhst is
at stake :U the humanity of' man, the nearness of God
Wbat
LC!&.redient
eXistence ,
--""=-==-== ,_

do we claim? That religious commitment is not .lUsi __en
of the social 9rder, an adjunct or reinforcement of
but
rather the heart and core of being humen
- -

We have been preoccupied with issues, some marginal, some
obsolete, evading urgent problems, offering ansvers to questions
no longer asked, adjusting to demands of 1ntel1ectual. can:fort,,
cherishing so] utions that d:laregerd eme.rge-nctes •

We autter from the tact that our iliiderstanding of' rel igj on t ... lttS
hes been x:-educed to ritual, doctrine, institution, symbol, theology,
deta ...hed from the pretbeolog:Lc81. s1tustion, the presymbolic depth of'
e:xistence. To recn:rect thetreiid, we i:aust lay bare what is il!lvo1ved
in religious enstence, we must recover the situations which both
precede and correspond to the theological formulations, we must
recall the questions which religious doctrines are trying to answer,
the antecedents of religious commitment, the presuppositions of
faith What are the prerequisites, conditions, qualirications for
being sensitive to God? Are we always ready to talk about Bim?

There are levels of thinking where God is irrelevant, categories
tbat stifle all intimations of the holy.

We are inclined to quantity quell ty as we are to canonize prejudice Just as the primitive man sought to personalize the impersonal,
the contemporary man seeks to depersonalize the personal, to think in
average ways, yet every thought perts1n1ng to God can only be conceived in uncommon ways
God is not a word but a name. It can only be uttered in astonAstonishment is the result of openness to the true
mystery, of sensing the ineffable
It is through openness to the
mystery that we are present to the presence o-r God, open to the
1neffable Name

ishment.

The urgent problem is not only the truth of religion, but man's
capacity to sense the truth or religion, the authenticity of religious
concern
Beligious truth does not shine in a vacuum It is certainly
not comprehensible when the antecedents of' religious insight and comm1 tment ere wested away, when the mind is dazzled by ideologies which
either obscure or misrepresent man's ultimste questions, when life is
lived in a way which tends to abuse and to squander the gold mines,
the challenging resources of humen existence.
'll:J.e primary issue of
theology is pretheologicel, it is the total situation of 1118n and his
attitudes toward life and the world
Whet is necessary is e recall to those ultimate sources of the
spirit's life which commonplace thinking never touches
Theology
must begin in depth-theolo~
Knowing must be preceded by listening
to the call
not come c oser Remove your sandals from your feet,
"ror the place on which you stand is holy ground "

'Do

-1No one attains faith without first achieving the prerequisites
of faith. First we praise, then ve believe We begin with a sense
of wonder and arrive at radical amazement. 'lhe first response is
reverence and awe, openness to the mystery that surrounds, and we
are led to be overwhelmed by the glory.
God is not a concept produced by deliberation God is en
outcry wrung from heart and mind, God is never an explanation, it
is always a challenge It can only be uttered in astonishment.
Religious existence is a pilgrimage rather then an arrival
Its teaching -- a challenge rather then an intellectual est.abllshment, an encyclopedia of ready·made 811Swers
Perhaps the grave error in theology is the claim to f'1nallty,
to absolute truth, as i:f all of God's wisdan were revealed to us
completely and once end for all, as if' God bad nothing more to say
God is a problem alive when the mind is in cOD1DuiJ.iob with
the conscience, when realizing that in depth we are receivers
rather than manipulators. 1he word God is an assaUlt, a thunder in
the soul, not a notion to play with
Prayer is the premise, moments
of devotion are prerequisites of reflection. A word about God must
n.ot be born out of wedlock of heart and mind. It must not be uttered
unlea.s it bas the stanp of one's own soul.
Detachment ot doctrine :from devotion, detachment of reason from
reverence, ot scrutiny from the sense of the ineffable reduces God
as a challenge to a logical hypothesis, theoretically importetltl, bUt
not overwhelmingly urgent God is only rel.evant when overwhelmingly
urgent.
It is a fatal mistake to think that bel1eving 1n God is gained
With ease or sustained without strain.
Faith is steadfastness in spite of failure.
persistence in the face of frustration.

It is defiance and

Many of our people still think :1n terms of an age in which
Judaism wrapm 1tse1:t" in spiritual. isolation In our days, however,
for the meJo y of our peopl.e involvement his replaced isolation.
The emancipation has brought us to the very beert of the total
society It hes not only given us rights, but also imposed obligations It has expanded the scope of our responsibility and concern.
Whether we like it or not, the vords we utter and the actions in
which we ere engaged effect the life of the total community.

We affirm the principle of separation of church end state, ve
re.lect the separation of religion and the human situation. We abhor
the equation of state and society, of power and conscience, and perceive society in the image of human beings comprising it. The human
individual is beset with needs and is called upon to serve ends
To what religious ends must my fellow-men be guided?

'lhe world we live iii has become a single i:ie;Lghborhood, el'.ld the
role of religious commitment, of reverence and compassion, in the
thinking of our fellowmen is becoming a domestic issue. What goes
on in the Christian world affects us deeply. Unless we learn how
to help one another, we may only hurt each other.
Our society is in crisis not because we intensely disagree but
because we feebly agree. "The clash of doctrines is not a disaster, it is an opportunity." (AUred Wbitehead).

The survival of mankind is in balance One wave of hatred,
callousness, or contempt may"brq in its wake the destruction of ell
mankind. Vicious deeds are but an aftermath of whet is conceived in
the hearts and minds of men. It is from the inner life of man end
from the art.1.cul.ation of evil thoughts that evil actions take their
rise. It is therefore of extreme importance that the sini'Ulness of
thoughts of suspicion and hatred and particularly the sinfulness ot
any contemptuous utterance, however flippantly it is meant, be made
clear to all mankind. ibis applies in particular to thoughts and
utterailces about individuals or groups of other religions, races and
nations
Speech has power and few men realize that words do not fade.
What starts out as a sound ends in a deed
In an age in which the spiritual premises of our existence are
both questioned and even militantly removed,, the urgent problem is not
the competition among scme religions but the condition of all religions,
the condition of man, crassness, chaos, darkness, despair.

niere is much we can do together in matters of supreme ccmdem
and relevance to both Judaism and Christianity
The world is too small for anytbing but mutual care and deep
respect, the world is too great for anything but responsibility for
one anothe·r .

A 1'u.ll awareness and appreciation of our fe1lowmen's spiritual
camn11ments becomes a moral obl.igation for all o~ us
A Jew who hears what he prays cannot be indifferent to whether
God's way is known in the world, to whether the gentiles know how to
praise In our liturgy we proclaim every day
Give thanks to the Lord,
Cell upon Him,

Meke known Bis deeds among the peoples!

- Psalms 105 l
ID the Om.er 11turgy it is customary to recite Psalm 67

Mey God be gracious to us and bless us and
make His face to shine upon us, that Thy way
may be known upon earth, Thy saving power
among all nations
Let the peoples praise Thee, O God,
let all the peoples praise Thee'

-9What is our task as Jews in relation to Gentiles? I rely
upon the words of an inspired Hassidic ease in expoundil28 Deuteronomy
28 9f. "The Lord shell establ.ish you as Bis holy people ••• if you
keep the commandments ••• and walk in Bis ways. And all the peoples
of the earth shall see that the Lord's name is proclaimed upon you,"
and they will acquire reverence throush you "
The real bond between people of different creeds is tbe awe
end tear of God they have in common. It is easy to speak 'about
the different dogmas we are committed to, it is bard to canmuntcate
the fear and reverence. It is easy to communicate tbe learning we
have inherited, it ie hard to communicate the praise, contrition and
the sense of the inetf'able. But souls which ere in accord with what
is precious in the eyes of God, souls to whom God•s love tor them
is more precious then their own lives, will always meet in th! presence of Him whose glory fills the hearts and transcends the minds
What, then, is the purpose of interreligious co6perati.o11'l

It is neither to flatter nor to retute one another, but to
help one .a nother, to share insight and learning, to cooperate in
academic ventures on the highest scholarly level, and what is even
mote important to search in the wilderness for well-springs of
devotion, for treeau~s at stillness, tor the power ot love and
care for man What is urgently needed are ways of helping one
another in the terrible predicament of here end now ey the courage
to believe that the word of the Lord endures for ,e ver as well as
here and now, to work for peace in Vietnam, for racial justice in
our own lend, to purify the minds from contempt1 suspicion end
betred, to cooperate in trying to bring about a reBUrrection of
sensitivity, a revival of conscience, to keep alive the divine
sparks in our souls, to nurture openness to the spirit of the
Psalms, reverence for the words of the prophets, end faithfulness
to the Living God.
A distinguished Protestant theologian suggested to me recently
that there ought to be standards and rules tor interreligious dialogue. .An example o~ such a rule tor Catholics and Protestants would
be not to discuss the supremacy ot the bishop of Rome or Papacy,
an example of such a iule for C-bristians and Jews would be not to
discuss Cbr1stology

'lhe God of Abraham, the Creator of heaven and earth, deemed it
wise to conceal His presence in the world in which we live
He did
not make it easy for us to have faith in Him, to remain faithtul to
H:lm.

'Ibis is our tragedy, the insecurity of faith, the unbearable
burden of our commitment. The facts that deny the divine are, migh\r,
indeed, the arguments of agnosticism are eloquent, the events. thet
defy Him are spectacular OUr Faith is too often tinged with arrogance, self-righteousness It is even capable of becoming demonic
Even the creeds we proclaim are in danger of becaning idolatry
Our faith is fragile, never immune to error, distortion or deception

·-

..
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There are no final proofs tor tbe existence of God, Father
and Creator of all. There are only witnesses. SUpreme among them
are the prophets of Israel.
Humanity is an unfinished task, and so is religion. The law,
the creed, the teaching end the wisdan are here, yet without the
outburst of prophetic demands caning upon us again and again, religion may become fossilized.

Here is the experience of a child of seven who was reeding
in school the chapter which tells of the sacrifice of Isaac.
11

Isaec was on the way to Mount M:>riah with his father, then he lay
on the altar, bound, waiting to be sacrificed." ~heart began to
beat even faster, it actually sobbed with pity for Isaac. Behold,
Abraham now lifted the knife. And now my heart f :roze within me
11
w1th fright. Suddenly, the voice of the angel wa,s beard
Abraham,
lay not thine hand upon the lad, for now I know that thou t'earest
God." And here I broke out in tears and wept aloud "Why ere you
crying'?11 asked the Rabbi. "You know that Isaac was not killed 11
.And I said to bim, still weeping, "But, Rabbi, supposing the angel
had come a second too lete'l"
The

Rabbi comforted me end calmed me by telling me that en

angel cannot come late
An angel cannot be late,
be late.

but

man, made ot flesh and blood, may

j
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The ve-ry subJect of our discussion this evening 1nviTes
us to leap forward in thought and to attempt to construct a
vision of what might be J.D ecumen1l..al religious education
But the religious tradition of each of us is realistic, and
reminds us that the dimensions of the city that might be are
the dimensions of the city that is, one builds upward upon
founda.t1ons, not outward upon fiction or fantasies
The vision, then,
woven from the strands
have we done or failed
failing to do together

of what we might do together must be
of the present and the past What
to do together? what are we doing or
now?

One instance of what we are doing, not with each other but
to each other, can be gathered from a recent Gallup poll which
showed that ill-feeling toward Catholics by Jews bad doubled
from 15% to 30~ since 1952. In this same period, it is true,
there has been, according to the same poll, a dec1ine in the
number of Cathol1cs harboring ill-feeling against Protestants,
in the number of Protestants harboring prejudice against Catholics
and in the number of Catholics nurturing animosity or susp1c1on
against Jews.
One explanation for the regrettable statistics of increased
ill-feeling towards Catholics on the part of Jews ha.s been
suggested by Pb1l1p E Hoffman of the American Jewish Committee,
who was quoted in The New York Times as saying that 11Cbristians
and Jews are educated in tvo different universes of understanding
of their respective histories and they are conditioned to an
insensitivity about each other in contemporary life.'

- 2 If ve are to ask, then, what we might do together in the future
an obvious 1 al.llost banal answer might be ~t we begin in the present
to repair what we have done to each other 1D the past. We might
coDSider then how to repair the past, and tbwl. streogtben the foundation tor the building of the tuture. First, vbat ve c1o within the
framework of 1nter-Cb1T1s~1an ecumenism, se~ond, within the tramework
ot Chris1;1an-Jevish ecumenism and then, l.aatly, we might hope
l.egit1mateJ.T to lift our eyes to a horizon farther than tha~ of the
world ot Jewish-Christian ~lationship and conaider what we might
do together, Jew and Christian, in a ..d.ial.CJEN& vi~_ the world.
·~ I.

Inter-Christian Ecumenism
..

f'J"'~"i

In our ettorts to understand one another, to come closer to
i.o ue another, ve Christians have made much in the last decade of the
term "dialogue." It migbt not be tangential. to recall, at this
point, that our tbeol.ogiana did not really coin this word in the
aense which we have given it in our :h1ter-taith conversations .....
'l'heologiana rareq invent a wrd, they too otten em'ba.lm a word to
which tbey did not give lite and then quickly gather to Join in
the tl'uit41 ot its red.emptive resurrection, vhtch 1iook pl.ace either
while they clept, like the Apostles, or tiahecl the old familiar

waters.

Before we Chrinians, either th~o.togians or the tbeologized-at,
permit the term "dial.ogue" to become trite through our usage ot it,
we should at least recall what those who coined the word--contemporary
philosophers and psychologists - meant by it As a consequence,
ve might perbaps µnde:ratand the word more deeply and-hence use it
more ette~tively.
Dialogue means, at minimum, the perte..ct Y1l.11ngness of each
partner 1n the 41alogue ~all.Y to listen 1:o..~ other. Lis~ning
seems •o simple, un~il ve try it 1n terms ot dJ.alogue. Beally t;o
listen to another means hearing his voice as well as his words, tor
the tone of his voice so often either belies or belabors the words
The voice lays baJ'! the soul, even vben the ~aker-hopes it v1ll
not or is perhaps ~'Ware that it does.

This obviously me&J!S that when !!. speak ve make

e~ry

e..ttort to

be sure that our voice really means vhat our words say. otherwise1
we &rt! not engaged in ~, the authentic iDterchaiJge ot tvo

persoDS striving, at least, to' be authentic.
Wben we bring to the surface
of~•dial.ogue, we are 1n a position

have

be~n talking

abo'IAt in

O)ll'

ot our miJl4s this

~~ ~~ig

to aek precisely what we Christians

ecumenical ~~versations and to ask

the f,\\rtli~, li.ore probingr ques-tton ot -.~tliei._
\;y:r voices }lave al.so
,,,,. J
meant W&t our WQrds ae~ to s~.
'

- 3 Christian communities, might one not also ask it, while our words
proclaim the quest for Christian unity, our voices - alternately
f'rightened or queroulous - have not proclaimed even more loudly our
ecc1esial. pre-occupations.

Have ve not, for example, spent much of our ecumenical. tabletalk with the question of the val.idity of' each other's baptism and,
with enormous stretching of soul a.nd bending of mind, attempted to
accept the baptismal rite of other churches? Have we, however,
spent nearly so much of our precious talking time with tbe question
of each other's understanding ot the Eucharist, the sign, symbol
and agent of unity'l Have we been willing to display so much effort
of mind, so much stretching of the soul, to reconcile the other's
eucharistic ritual and understanding vith our own'l
I realize 1'ully- that, to the theological.ly sophisticated, the
very question may suggest the impertinence or ignorance of the questioner.
But I must al.so say, in the complete candor which alone is worthy of
those who profess fealty to the God who is Truth, that to the man l.ll
their pews the pre-occupations of theologians and preachers seem
ecclesial rather than ecumenical Certainly, discussions of Communion under one or two species, effected vith leavened or unleavened
bread, the roiling question of bishops or no bishops must strike the
person in the pew and the sympathetic eavesdropper at the church door
as sometimes lacld.ug a sense ot ecumenical. urgency

The world needs Christ, we Christians affirm, in order to heal
the world's wounds, in order to repair the tragic discords and reconcile the ancient enmities which have smashed to shards what should
be the unity 1n love of the family of' man
The world does, indeed,
lie wounded by the wayside of its sojourning, yet the assorted Good
Samaritans stand above it, arguing whether the oil should be poured
in before the Wine, the wine betore the oil, or whether the stricken
man should be administered a compound of both
I mu.st again apologize for what must seem to be either my impertinence or 'lfI¥ ignorance of the thick-rooted theological realities
which have produced the separate trees that are f'ound, either green
or gnarled, 1n tbe garden of Christianity. But I must also ask
if the churches, 1n the quest for unity, are not living by cbronos,
the time measured by clocks and calendars, and living perhaps unaware
of kairos, the time of' the Lord

It ~ look continually at the cosmic clock, the chronos, we may
well be bemused into tb1nk1ng that Christian unity can await what we
call, 1n a quaint phrase, "God's good time." But does either sacred
or secular history show us a point at which "God's good time 11 was not
now, that each day is the acceptable day of the Lord if we, with

our fearsome treed.om, choose to make it so'l Have we real.ly the will
for unity? If' we have, what are tbe tangible signs of that vill;-Are we really groaning and in travail to end the anguish ot our
separation in order that we might more quickly, more effectively and
more grace-fully move to repair the shattered unity of the human
f amllyt

- 4 -

One thing, then, which we Christians might do together in the
framework of our formal and informal ecumenical education is to ask
ourselves and each other whether or not we sincerely feel that we
have, not the velleity, but an effective will toward the recovery
ot our lost unity. In such a dialogue we must, in the candor born
of what 'We call charity, listen not only to the words and voices of
the other but we must also, vith elt~s1te attention, listen to our
own words and our own voice.
In such a dialogue we might all be led at least to raise the
question ot whether or not we Christians might have succeeded 1n
accomplishing what we accuse non-Christians of attempting, namely,
minimizing or denying the full meaning of the Incarnation

For the Incarnation, in our collective Christian theology, is
the most corrosive element ever know to man It is the Incarnation
which dissolves any distinction between the concerns of the street
and the concern ot the sanctuary, it is the Incarnation which
crumbles to dust the man-made walls between slave and tree, between
male and female, between barbarian and Greek, between rich and poor.
Hov is it, then, that the walls ot division between the Christian
communities seem so impervious to the corrosive action of the
Incarnation?

The question

~

be raised only to be dismissed, but I, for one,

would suspect that if this question is not at least raised then most
of the answers given in our ecumenical discussions may prove to be
illusory, evasive or irrelevant For unless we Christians ask
ourselves the questions which others are asking us, we may well have
shown ourselves not to have known the time of our visitation For
the question being asked of us is the question asked, but never answered, a century ago by Ralph Waldo Enerson
''Within Stoicism, all

were stoics, but in Christianity, where are the Christians?'" Old,
unanswered questions, like old unhouseled ghosts, rise again to
haunt a younger generation. Emerson's question 1s being asked today
11
in terms less gentle:1 and in tones less genteel, than his
Can one
find Christ in the Christian churches - the compassionate Christ - or
do the churches seem., rather, the empty tomb from which the risen
Christ has fled'? 11
II.

Jewish-Christian Ecumenism

In dealing with the ecumenical dialogue between the Jew and the
Christi.An I shall not attempt, for obvious :reasons, to speak of what
the Jew might BS¥ to us Christians or what he might learn from us
in the authentic exposure of the inmost self which is the heart of
dialogue. I fear, however, that having avoided this presumption on
the one hand, I shal1 fall into a sllldlar presumption on the other
as I attempt to speak, in general terms, of what seem to me to be
rather common Christian failings in tbeir ef'fort ecumenically to
speak to the Jewish community.
I must confess, first of all, that 1n my own :reading and discussion of ecumenical. questions, we Christians seem, almost 'Without

- 5 exception, to have collectively but little understanding of the
Jewish people into which Christ Our Lord was born. It will not do,
to allS¥ this feeling, to refer, in the Catholic context, to either
the statement on the Jews in the declaration ot Vatican II nor to the
paragraphs on the Jews in Pope Paul's encyclica1 Eccleal.am ~
Nor
will it do / so tar as I can see, to refer to the statements which
have issued, with all. good will, from other major Christian communities
In these Christian statements there seems to be a muted but
nonetheless significant theme the suggestion tbat, in tbe religious
history of Western man, the Jew is to be found as an obdurate fact,
who bas either, vi.th characteristic perverseness, ref'used to die to
corroborate our theology of the Jew, or who perdures, indeed, but
only to serve as a reminder to us ot God's graciousness in 1.llviting
us into the household of the Christian faith

Nor is it enough to explain, as some sophisticated Christians
are now explaining, the indebtedness of Christianity to the Old
Testament, the need for the contemporary Christian to attempt to
recover Hebraic thought-patterns in order to understand his own
spiritual. heritage, or to trace the evolution of' Christian liturgy
from Jewish ritual forms This type of Christian approach to Judaism
is but to repeat, in more sophisticated modes, the general inadequacy
of the Christian approach to Judaism, namely, the assumption that the
Jewish people have no valid history af'ter the destruction of Jerusalem
It is to assume that the only theological relationship of Christianity
to Judai.sm must be to the Judaism as the Cbrist:ian understands it a Judaism locked in the past - as though all of the spiritual energy
of past-biblical Judaism had become 1ike a river diverted, to sink
its energy and beauty in the sand
But it is with a living Judaism that the Christian is sun:moned
to have d.1alogue today/ and the contemporary Christian must recognize
that be is to speak and listen to the contemporary Jew, who is no
more exclusively a product of th$ Old Testament than is the Christian
himself

For the Jew, whether the Christian knows or cares, bas a postbibl.l.cal. history as long, obviously, as that of the Christian There
have been developments within Judaism since the diaspora and these
develQpments demand. of the Christian that be approach the Jew not
only in sociological or historical terms but that be also look upon
the Jew as a theological. problem.
The nature of this theological. problem can perhaps be crudely
stated 1n halting phrases such as this
What is the theologice.l
reason for the continuing existence of Judaism, the Old Israel'l
What are: we to make / here and now/ of Paul's statement that "the
cal.ls and promises of God to the people of Israel are irrevocable "
We Christians must take more seriously than we have the fact that the
Old Isrs.el, as well as the New, is the community of love shaped on
the anvil of a divine calling, the work of the Spirit of God As a

- 6consequence / we must attempt, at any rate, to realize wbat the Jew has
been and <bne through the two thousand years of concomitant Christian
history, more importantly, we must strive to discern the design of
Providence in the fact that af'ter these two thousand years of a common
history, the Old Israel and the New f'1nd themselves in a situation of
co-existence, confrontation and now dialogue, despite the persecution,
forced conversions and garrotl.llg with a silken thread which we Christians
have historically visited upon the Jew, despite our proclamation that
ours is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
But -we must see this theological question as a living one, drawing
its life :from the stubborn soil of present reality We cannot treat
the tbeological question of the Jew as though it -were an exotic one,
hanging like a jungle orchid rootless in the heavy air. Part of the
context 1n which the Christian must place the problem is the historica:L
experience of the Jew in our century And part of tbat experience is
the creation and existence of the State of Israel
Am I completely wrong in t}link1ng that for most Christians the
State of Israel seems to be but a political reality, one which does
not lure the Christian mind, as a consequence, into theological specu-

lation as to its origin, continuance, or ultimate purpose?

I cannot,

of course 7 speak for other Christians, nor even justify theologically
my own response to what I have seen 1n Israel But I do think it
worthy of remark that, as a Christian, I was reminded again and again
1n Israel of the ancient prophecy of Ezechiel when he saw the valley
filled with dry bones restored to life at God's command·
Behold, O my people 1 I will open your graves, and cause
you to come up out of your graves, and 1bring you into
the land of Israel
and you shall live, and I shall
place you in your own land then shall you know tbat I
tbe Lord have spoken it and performed it.
I tind it bard to comprehend how any- Christian could fail to fl.nd
1n the fact and the f'ortune of' the state ot Israe1 a :t'Ulflli.ment of
the ancient prophecy. But twenty years ago, six million Jews lay dead
in Europe and the spared but scattered remnant seemed, to the eyes
of human vision, bel.pless and, perhaps, doomed
Certainly, .no

Christian nation of the West was inviting these tempest-tossed to its
shores, nor lifting the torch of hope above its golden door
Yet in
that time the State of Israel was born and the impossible took place.
The dry bones stirred and were clothed once more with flesh, the
people were summoned from their graves and were brought into their own
land Was it indeed that the Lord bad spoken and performed it?
We Christians ma.y not believe so, but we must, at least, try to
understand wby so~ Jews both within and without Israel look upon
this state as God's reply to a people 's faith We might also at least
strive to see, in the newly gathered Israel, an analogy to the Church
as a sign raised up among the nations to proclaim that God is faithful.
to His promises and that the calls of God to the people of Israel are
"irrevocable. 11

- 7And wbat, briefly, are we Christians to make, theologically, of
the yet more staggering experience of the Jew 'Within our own lifetime the fact that more than siX million of their number met death for no
other crime than that they traced their origin to Jerusalem and Sinai
and the Land to which Abraham vas cal..l.ed - el1 features which cla1m
prominent place in our own topography of the Spirit
It would be difficult, I submit, for the Christian to find even in his own churches of
silence, the experience of a religiovs community more reminiscent of
Isaiah 1 s depiction of The Suffering Servant, a peopl.e acquainted vith
grief' and sorrow, dumb before their executioners and led l.ike lambs
to the slaughter

Even if we discount all this and yet retain some vestige of bel1e:f
in red.emptive suffering, can we quite discount the possibility that
hundreds of thousands of Jewish children may somehow have died for us,
even as we traditionall.y honor those Jewish children of an earlier
time whose death, violent and unsougbt, was yet seen as martyrdom by
the eyes of Christian faith
~ it be that by their stripes we are
healed, or at least have had the hope of healing proffered to us 'l
Ezechiel. and Isaiah are, I suspect, very much on the mind and in
the heart of the modern Jew as he approaches the contemporary d.ial.ogue
with the Christian, we cannot, as a consequence,, do bl.Ill the dishonor
of looking upon hlm, as he talks and l1stens to us, as l.ess. than a
theological problem. We must, even minimally, try to understand why,
for him, these p1aces and moments of' the twentieth century have not
merely a social or political but a sacred significance
III

The Ecumenism of Jew and Christian wi.th the World

Alike, the Jew and Christian must recognize their ''pre-ecumenica.1 11
solidarity vith the rest of mankind - with those who have a different
faith or no faith i n the accepted ecclesiastical. understanding of that
term Before we are either Jew or Chri§tian, we are human beings and
members of the faml.ly of God the Father, shaped by His creating hand,
call.ed J.nto being by Bis breath Wherever we turn in either the Old
or tlle New Testament, we are forced to confront, not an anthropology
but 6 re1).8ious understanding of man's origin and destiny.
Since a
divine origin and destiny are common to every man, his links to every
other man are beyond his forging or his power to break
Regardless of "Whether those who do not share this Judaeo-Cbristia.n
view of man recognize themselves as sons of God,, we recognize them as
such, and can only speak of and to them as our brother, whose dignity
we have neither designed nor given~ end with whose destiny we are not

allowed to temper
Alike, the Jev and the Christian believe that, in the last sifting
of reality, there is only one history, the record of God's continual
breaking in upon the world of man and speaking to man through event,
even as he spoke to Moses through the event of a bush that burned
yet was not consumed.

- 8Neither Jew nor Christian has the right to put man-made limits
to God's capacity to speak through events We can only strive to hear
what God. may be saying through events, even in the events o:f this
glorious but torn and tragic century.
What, for example, is God trying to say to us - Jew and Christian through this event that we comprise, in the white Western community,
less than one-third of the world's peoples and yet consume more than
sixty pe·rcent of the world's goods, and control more than seventy
percent of the world's resources? What do we make of this event
that the world has shrunken to the dimensions o~ a vi.11.age, and that
in this village we 11ve in the houses set upon the bill, moated :from
our fellov-vil.lagers by green and spacious la'WtlS, scandalously conspicuous in our expenditure on luxuries and our waste of necessities?
What do we make of this event that the number of villagers who are
non-white, non-Jewish, non-Christian, is increasing rapidly to tbe
point where, by the year 2000, we will be an even smaller minority
than we .a re at the moment, for that will be a world wherein the population of China alone may number one billion seven hundred million
people - four hundred million more than the present population ot
Europe, North and South America, the Soviet Union and Africa combined
What is God saying to us through these evnnts?' Is He not trying
to say that we must learn :from each other and teach our children that,
in the vorld which they will inherit, they must be the conscious heirs
of a1l tbat is most authentic in what we cal1, somewhat too glibly,
the Judaeo-Christian tradition? We must attempt to become now, and
hope that our children will be in the future, the anawim - the poor
of God - open constantly to the breathing of His Spirit. This much,
at least, we can hope to do together, if we make the effort to understand who we are and who the other is we can attempt to shov the
emerging world - brown, black, illiterate, impoverished - that we are
indeed their brothers, for each of us holds dear the ancient words of

Isaiah

The Spi.rit or the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me,
To bring good news to the poor be has sent me,
to proclaim to the captives release,
and sight to the blind,
To set at liberty the oppressed,
to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord,
and the day of recompense
To suggest that we, who are so divided in creed, might yet be
united in deed is, of course, to suggest a complete reversa1 of so
many of our long-held and deeply cherished attitudes and convictions.
But this is kairos, the acceptable time of the Lord, and even chronos
tells us that there is littl.e time left. Why can we not speak with
one voice against the palpable injustices within our own society, and
move 'Wl.th one heart toward the healing of the wounds of mankind - our
family and God's - throughout the world
It may wll be tbat Church
and Synagogue must strip itself of many of its o'Wl1 possessions, and

- 9relinquish something of its smug righteousness 1n order to shov in
our actions the compassion of the God in whom our brother does not
believe
Visionary?

Perhaps

But our very being here through these dqs
Impossible?
Not to the anawim, the 1ittle ones of God who were yet great. an
Abraham, a Moses, a Mary of Nazareth who knew that the surest sign
of God's power was man's native incapacity to accomplish God's
design For the anawim of our age must come to lmow what the anawim
bave always known - that only he who can see the invisible can accomplish the impossible
would have seemed visionary less than a decade ago

- Finis -
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Even before 1 arrived in Geneva, I had encountered the frustration which major Christian ecumenical organizations felt at their
inability to define the term "ecumenical education." Frustration
because, while on the one side, there was such a vivid story to tell,
on the other, education was so much more than telling But how much?
Vlhat forms it should take, what qualities it should possess and, most
of all, what training the persons who participate in it should be
given? There was not, and is uot yet, any defined clarity about the
answers to these ques.t ions
The search, however, is ON. Both in conference and in experiment, purposeful thinking proceeds. Traditional methods of catechetical teaching were the focus of one wide consultation, the needs of
laity, exposed to each other and to the pressures of a searching
secular environment are to be the setting of another. In addition,
most conferences on religious education, sponsored by any one of us,
in any part of the world, have this as one aspect of their theme,
whatever it may be. Here, now, is this imaginatively planned
programme involving so many related religious education organizations,
offering the broadest based forum for the quest for a comm.en a1l8wer
to the questions, "What is Ec\IDlenical Education and What is the
place of Ecumenism in Religious Education?" . Is it possible that
in the days here we can discover some much more satisfying definitions
of purpose and method which will speak with vision and with particularity to those who direct the educative operations of their communi~
ties? I would like to try to share with you some considerations of
the "What", the "How'', and the "Why" of Ecumenical Education and to
suggest to you that ilecumenicat;is perhaps the inescapable dimension
of all religious education today.
The What
The content or the "What" of ecumenical education must obviously
be a subject on our agenda. There is need to re-examine separately
and to admit to each other what we are still curreut.ly saying about
each other in lesson notes and other teaching materials Protestants

-2about Catholics and Catholics about Protestants, Christians about
the .Jews and the Jews about the Christians. A recent consultation
compared the commitments which the leaders of the member Churches
of the w.c.c. made at the Montreal Conference on Paith and Order
with the statements about other Christian Churches which were being
made, or implied, io denominational curricula. The result was
"shocking," especially in the implications of what Churches said
of themselves! If this is true of educators at work within the same
fellowship, what is likely to be true of what is said and implied in
our teaching abo\lt other religious communities? Perhaps what is
implied is more far-reaching than any words on the page. Certainly
the attitude of teachers, unconsciously conveyed in their use of
such material, may be. decisive in fashioning an anti- ecumenical
mind. I assure you that if I am ecumenically minded today, it is
despite my upbringing! This conference would perform one needed
function by committing itself to an objective re-examination of the
quality of the ecumenical content it is offering in its teaching of
all ages.
After all, there is a story to tell of the active pressure
of God's spirit as Be is at work in communities which are open to
Him. All too often the story which has had to be told of religious
man's words and deeds has been one of human inertia, or sometimes
even of human betrayal. Our costly rivalries. our bitter words.
our implacable cruelties have shamed tbe pages of History. If today,
in our recognition of the fateful consequences of disobedience and
disunity. we have been more responsive to Bis direction and more
open to each other, let us "tell it out." Surely it is the birthright of every growing person in our care to know how persuasively
the Spirit is at work among us all! Yet it is a distressing fact
that so many lay members of our communities aim.ply do not know what
is divinely afoot among us
They "have not so much aa heard that
there be 'an ecumenical movement'"!
How many know that at the beginning of the life of The World
Council of Churcb~s in 1948 there was a public act of penitence by
the leaders of GeDDaD Churches, that iu the course of the Vatican
Council the Pope and the Ecumenical Patriarch of the Greek Orthodox
Church paid mutual visits openly confessing sorrow at the tragic
excommunications made by each other's predecessors iu twelfth
century and the continuing paralysis of Christian relations which
had ensued, and as opeuly recognizing each other again as brother
in Christ? Who, even of you, has heard the story of the recent
march of Roman Catholic Clergy in London to Smithfield Market, the
scene of human bonfires in the Marian persecution of the Protestants,
as an act of corporate penitence. And who has beawi to tell the
whole story of the increasing sense in Christian Churches of grave
injustice done by them to the Jewish community in word and sometimes
unspeakable wrong in deed? Some humble and reconciling words have
been spoken but we have not yet gone far enough.
Can we emphasize too strongly that Ecumenical Education begins
in penitence and continues in a mood of humility toward each other in
which the substance of History is refashioned? This is the view of
the Past which is the proper approach to our teaching.

I

How many members of our different communities kno~ the extent
of the work we do together in response to needs of meu in the world?
Of the planning together to meet long-term needs, such as is taking
place now among the Indian people. There we try to organize an
irrigation of thirsty land which could provide the food supplies
which so regularly fail them. Or of the swift emergency action we
are increasingly able to take when disaster smites, as recently in
earthquake areas of Turkey and Eastern Europe. What vivid stories
there are to tell, both to young and old, about the obedience we
are beginning to offer together to the command to love our neighbour.
To these we could add the so many more which could be told of local
action together, acts of corporate witness, ways of common service,
and, best of all, initiatives takeu spontaneously which outran the
decisions of our official institution and reveal the ecumenical
movement to be indeed a movement of the ubiquitous Spirit of God at
work wherever men are open to Him.
All this makes a fascinating and convincing story, the source
of innumerable contemporary illustrations of religious faith and practice. Nor should it exclude the continuing record of our human
failures. Failures, either frcm fear or prejudice, to transcend and
transform the past which separates us, failures to be generous enough
to see what we think of as our "rights" and ''principles" as masks of
our pride, failures in negotiation which are no more than instances
of our continuing obstinacy and resistance to the will of God. It
is a total story and it must all be told. The content of ecumenical
education is that God ls confirming to us in our own time, that the
whole world of man's life is His and that He is using all who will
work togeth.e?' for good, to achieve His purpose. this is "the WHAT".
The "How''

But 1!Q!! sha.11 we tell it? Let us agree that the mere telling
of such a story, especially in relevant situations, may itself be a
deed, or a living word. Then let us remember the insights which the
study of th.e process of learning has given us, and, perhaps especially.
these two. First, that learning is primarily a process of participation, or participation with more and more of ourselves, our functions
and faculties, more and more deeply and widely in the world about us.
Second, tba.t the decisive influence in the learning process is the
character of the community in which it takes place. These two insights have transformed the pattern of current education and men's
thinking about it. They each have an ecumenical dimension which we
need to e&plore.
(1) By participation

The technical devices which have made tbree•dimensional projection possible in the cinema have done much more than give to viewers a
vivid, some:times uncanny, even embarrassing experience in the theatre.
'Ibey have illustrated for us the educational difference between the
experience of spectators viewing scenes on a two-dirmensional flat
screen and that of spectators who find themselves existentially
involved ia a situation. There is no doubt that religious education
needs JD p~ojection! Study the Old testament and its educational

-4principles and you will see how prophet and teacher alike tried to
immerse men in the stream of events and to interpret to them their
deepest experiences They did not offer History as something to be
studied but as something to be shared. The Gospels underline this
clearly. The fascination of the teaching method of Jesus lies in
the attempt to draw men even more deeply into experiences or experiments in living and loving from which they could not but learn to
need the words he could offer then, it lies also in hearing him
interpreting afresh to men the meaning of those experiences they
thought they understood.
The mode of our religion in other wards, and therefore, the
pattern of religious education, is not verbal but existential.
Educators have indeed recognized that all "subjects" are really
lenses or ways of lookiug at part of the life about us
Many of
them hevc seen that their pupils learn by finding out how to use
the lens. So they explore their Geography in the school grounds
and trace their History along the roads of their State. Their
Maths is a measuring of the Time and Space in which tney live and
th~ir Science the tr2!ning of an infon::ted and discriminating eye.
ls their religious ed~cation also the acquiri~g of a way of looking
at life so as to see God at work there and a growing ability to know
how to respond to the opportunities of servi~g Rim there? This
surely must be the focus of the content of ecumenical education.
(ii) By

shari~f

in the life of an

ecumP~~cal commun~

(a) .l'-s worst.1£

Becat.se ecumenical education is so closely bound up with the
of persons to each other, in the whole of tneir lives, in
the whole of the world, it can only happen within the life of' communities wtlich embody t'1is purpose is their worship.. When we reed the
account of the celebration of the Passover by succeeding generat~ons
of Jews, we Ullderstand how all have been drawn into IUl utlderstanding
of what God did and is doing by their re-enactment of what took place
on one night. Or, when we share in a celebration of the Mass, we
know we are being invited to participate in a continuous divine
action "for us men aud for our salvati·o n. " Succeeding generatl.ons
of worshippers have kept this Tryst and maintained Lhis living
traditio~.
Nothing can ever dim.nish in me the effect of a Cbrisb'.ias
Eve Uass I attended in the whitewaohed chapel of a nunnery in. Belgium
where I was billeted in 1918. For the first time. in that worshipping
coun:mnity, I knew the deep need to belong to a living tradition. It
has continued every since.
attitud~

The need is most deeply met 1n Protestants as they gather around
the Bible and rediscover the continuing authority with which it speaks
to each succeeding generation. The worshipping company may be a conf esslon'll group impri.s oned in a political tyranny or it may be a
group of like-minded people seeking for guidance ln the predicament
of their time. What is true is ~hat, as for the other great traditions, the Word speaks through the life of tre community. Are we
ttot compelled therefore to ask ourselves how far, in our separate

-sways of corporate worship, the ec\Dllenical Word is heard, or the
ec\IUlenlcal Fact eucountered? Do we, for example, include each other
in our prayers, both of Thanksgiving and of Interceaeion?
(b) Its Work
The Work as well as the Worship of a religious community, moving
out to its neighbours, or reaching towards the wider needs, in body and
mind, of the underprivileged everywhere, is no less a persuasive influence in ecumenical education. Perhaps it is even more likely that
our members will be stimulated to ask the questions which need ecUU1enical answers, as they are included, with people of other traditions,
ln corporate response to needs which have caught the imagination of
their hearts and moved their wills. The educative influence of
Ecumenical Work Camps can hardly be measured, nor can the stimulus
of World Youth Projects. Locally, too, the relationships spontaneously
made in pursuing, side by side, some planned purpose of relief or
social action have brought men and women into a new readiness: for
mutual acceptance and made that more open to learn each of the other
For if, as I certainly believe. education only happens at the place
of encounter and religious education is only possible within the
experience of belo~ing to a religious tradition, then ecumenical
education is likely to happen only in a fellowship of ecumenical
minds. It will proceed as people, especially young people, become
aware of an attitude in their own communities of deep involvement
in the life of the world and of readiness to receive what other
religious traditions have to give them, all expressed in the life
of worship and the life of service rhey will come to see the
Ecumenical Movement of God's Spirit not as, first of all (and,
alas, sometimes last of all) an argument about patterns of authority
and order, but as our way of entering the process of God's saving
operation in the world, perhaps, too, if we are obedient, of diverting
the direction of the streams of our separate traditions until they
f iud their confluence in the main-stream of His purpose
Plainly we shall need more detailed discussion about plans to
increase the opportunities for those we educate to participate in the
process of learning the "What" of Ecumenism aud of sharing in its
expression. 'lhe "How" of it is capable of much variety and susceptible
of much local experiment:. We shall be likely t:o discover that ecumenical
education is the true purpose of all religious education, providing
both a motive and a goal
The "Why"

So we arrive at the core of the matter, the "Yhy" of Ecumenical Education. In trying to educate men and women of all ages in our
own tradition of faith and worship, we discover that the inclusive
purpose is not teaching a Thing, but training a person. It is not
teaching a creed or a catechism, a law or a liturgy, a pattern or a
book. but creating the conditions under which a person may grow.
How can he be more able to wonder at mystery, more ready to act on
his deepest intentions, more fully to be "a man for others," this
is our charge. So we shall seek to train an Ecumenical Person. we
shall not underestimate the necessity of nourishing an informed

-6ecumenical intelligence. At all levels of education, it is more and
more important that, in.a questioning age, believers shall be able
to glve reason for their own faith and know how to appreciate the
faith of others, even if it be expressed in different terms and even
be viewing the world from a different standpoint. But, more than
this, we need persons with &n ec.J:Denical way of looking. n~rso~s
with an ecum~uical attitude to ct~ers, persons ca~able of acting
ae persons. Says Martin Buber in his lecture, The Training of
Character. "It is idle to cry to a mankind that has grown blind to
Eternity, 'Look, the eternal values!' Everywhere we are sunk into
the slavery of the collectives. They cannot be rescued from the
power of this Moloch by any reference to the absolute whose kingdom
Moloch has usurped. In order to enter into a per,s onal relation with
the absolute it is first necessary to be a person." He goes on to
spe8k of the pain of being wakened as a person, and of the drugs
available to dull the pain. Be finishes with this charge to us all.
0
To keep the pain awake, to waken the desire -- this is the first
task of everyone who regrets the obscuring of ete:rnlty. It is also
the first task of the education in our time."
Such genuine education of personal character is education for
community, it is the beginning of true ecumenical education. The
educator who helps to bring man nearer to his own unity will be helping to proc:Nce the mg aud women who can give unity to society, and in
so doing "will put them again face to face with God." Here I believe
is the dynamic needed for ecumenical education its goal, the release
of persons to be fully persons. This is our "Why".
(1) An Awakened imagination

Where shall we begin? we begin, I suggest, with the prophets
and with the Babbi-Teacher Jesus, by believing in the capacity of
everyman to .!!!.• to see those "eternal values" in the space-time
world about them, and to see from. within. the greatest crime, the
most damnable heresy a teacher can commit is to act or speak as though
every child in front of him were not endowed, same more, some less,
with this power we call imagination It is not, certainly, a "good"
word today. It smacks of escape, as it indeed is when it is no more
than fancy. But when it is a way of lookins at things, at people, at
events, so as to see within (what ~erald Manley Hopkins called not
.!Scape but .!!!.scape) then it is of all human gifts, the most liberating.
So much in an individual's growth to personal unity depends on
the awakening and exercise of this gift within him By it he sees
beneath the appearance of things and, so seeing them, escapes their
tyl'aimy. He sees and hears beh:Uld the masks of what men did aud say
so as to see them as they are and to be unafraid. He learns to see
behind the words, to read between the lines, to recognize in a symbol
a language deeper than words, and to hear, more loud and clear than
auy voice, both the things which men are noc able to say and the Word
which God is constantly speaking.

I do not find anything comparably urgent .f or us educators than
to learn again, or to learn for the first time, how to train this power
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of looking at life so as to see God at work in it, and how to look at
eo a$ to see his 1.mage the~e. lt ~equ1res in as the willingness
and ability to strip the object of vision of all preconceptions, to
still the urgent power of reasoning, itching to explain things or
people before it bas really seen them. As educators we are not there
to explain, we are there to recreate reality so that it can be seai.
This seeing, which Jesus called "the single eye, 0 is a focussed way of
looking which comes only from a heart which is generous. It can be
trained, exercised in life situations, in the observation of people
and things
It grows as our study of the vision of seers reveals to
us its authority, whether of prophets who discem the timeless ways of
God in the confusions of human events, or of humble saints who simply
marvel every day as they see more clearly than the wise, the goodness
that is in men
~en

Imagination ia not simply a way of seeing, though the other
powers it brings depend on seeing It gives us the power to relate It
impels us to see the likeness be.tween things, to perceive what is common
to different situations, to see what unites people who are separate in
language, color or creed. You can hardly think of a mental activity
more needed in the ecumenical task. What is more, the simplest of
our fellows possesses it, uses it vividly in their description of
scenes, ln their talk about people, in their judgments about life.
Po~ the most part we ignore it, neither appealing to it uor making use
of it. Yet here is a gift, unspoiled by too much argument, which often
surprises us in the classroom and in the crises of life. Can we not
use our educational know--how to give such active exercise to this gift
that, from its use, men will come to a sense of History in which they
see themselves in the midstream of it, make their observations of their
fellows so as to see, with an invincible clarity, our human unity, and
even will be able to relate particular situations so that, from within
tt-emselves, they become aware of the general truths about God which
hold them together.
There is yet this one other power which a disciplined imagination brings, which ecumenical education must possess. It brings the
power to see things before they are there~ By this power, this
creative power, men are able to see things related to one another so
as to form some new thing which bas not yet its being Yet this thing
given shape in the mind, will be believed in until, in the fidelity of
men and the unhurried goodness of God, it IS. It is not fashioned ouc
of day dreaming or escape thillking, it is made out of the clear and
fearless images of things as they are and men as they are but "transformed in another fashion." This, Ecumenicity needs for its very life,
and this. every ecumenically minded educator must be able to see, to
recreate and to respond to with his life. Each of us who share in
this conference know how much we have owed and owe still to such a
vision, of a Promised Land, of a Holy Roman Empire, of the Kingdom of
God. The Ecumenical Movement needs a vision by which to live, not
fashioned out of the hollow bricks of wishful thinking but of the substance of truth with each other and of the readiness to be at one,
when we are brought to the place of encounter or face the clamaut need
of our neighbour. "If there is to be a revival of religion it will
spring from a revival of imagination" said one of our English Bishops.

..
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If there is to be any ecumenical education of any worth, it will be
as we are able to release persons to see with inner eyes, to relate
what they see so as to be at one within themselves, and to hold a
vision they have seen of what is meant to be, so that it becomes a
domiziant, unifying experience in their lives. Such a quickened
imagination will be a mark of "the ecumenical man."
(li) A disciplined will

He will also be a man of ordered will.
The training of the
will has been one of the neglected areas of educational thought and
practice "The will" is not a separate faculty as is suggested by
the phrase "a st?"ong or a weak will." It is the coordination of
faculties which makes a man able to exercise responsible choice or
to commit himself to a ?"esponsible course of action. This capacity
may be encouraged to develop by a cooperative rather than a didactic
approach in the very manner of his education. The more he is confronted by the opportunity to make real choices and has to abide by
the consequences of his choice, the more discriminating his "will"
can become ?he more he is given the chance to reflect on these
experiences and to use them in making new judgments and choices. the
more likely it is that this capacity will grow. It is indeed by the
exercise of choice that a man ~omes to have a personal identity They
know this very well who desire to subdue the wills of men to their own
purposes. They attack first either subtly or violently, their freedom
to choose.. If, in our purpose of religious education, we desire to
create the conditions for the emergence of a person, an ecumenical
person, who can act on his deepent intentions. then our program of
training must give much more room for choice and much more chance
for active obedience. If we are to train him to be not a spectator,
but a participator, then from the beginning his religious education
must be much more than somet~ing which merely happens to him or informs
him. It must involve him in necessary responses to the world he lives
in.

A painting by the Lancashire artist L. s. Lowry called
"The Bystanders11 exposes this. Seven characters ln a group are
revealed by their hands . One pair hang limply, another is thrust
into pockets, yet another is securely under the breast button of a
uniform. Folded under arms or held behind back, so the posit.i on of
hands reveals the unwillingness of theorist or snob, of official or
of mere spectators, to respond to the challenge of life situations.
Ecumenical education is concerned to train men and women who .are not
content to be "bystanders." Instead they will know that they are
called to make a response to the universe which is at all times
importunately calling them through what happens in their own lives
through what is happening to their neighbour. They will know that
all they learn about this widening world asks for a response and
that all their deepest feelings demand disciplined expression. In
the kind of education which provides the opportunity for this, men
and women find that inner unity or wholeness from which truly ecumenical action can proceed. It is part of our responsibility to think
out the possible shape of such a purpose in ecumenical education. For
men are crying still,
11
But Lord, the will, there lies our bitter need
Give us to build, about the deep intent,
The deed, The deed."
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(iii) A generous heart
If some words are added finally about the training of the affec•
tions of the ecumenical man, it is because there, in the heart of a man,
where he becomes most fully a person, there the ecumenical movement must
find its springs. "Yet surely," some will say, "the affections are
sacred! Their influence as well as their integrity lies in their very
spontaneity." It is lllOst deeply true, and yet •••• Whose affections have
not grown with growing insight, learned through the wisdom of others?
Or whose affections have not begun, of themselves, to include in an
understanding concern more and more of their fellows, as they have
been able to be exposed openly to them?
It is, of course, quite especially urgent that we should be as
free as we can of that charge of "conditioning" the reactions of others.
No less is it urgent that we should bring those we teach within an ever
broader and deeper involvement with men and WCIDell of "all sorts and
conditions of life. " We can ouly become persons at all, with an identity
and life of our own, as we grow in community. There, open to all the
differences of character, of mood, of age and of interest, there we
grew in awareness, in understanding and in tolerance The circle goes
on widening as we grow more able to respond until we see that it has
no limits and in 'rchekov's magical phrase, "it would be strange not
to forgive.11
So personal education, education of the affections happens only
in community, where we respond and are helped to reflect on the nature
of our responses In ecumenical education it is only the more true
that this is the creative environment we must provide. How often we
have ourselves found the opportunity simply to be together with those
who see, think or act differently fran ourselves not simply as enriching experience but a truly educational experience. this accepting and
being accepted has made it possible for us to hear each other, to be
open to each other and, quite simply,to love each other. There is no
other way. We must not deny the opportunity of this experience to
our peoples.
We shall not achieve their ecumenical education by instruction
or explanation or even by new insights into History, though all these
have their proper place. We have a prior task and a continuous one.
we have to expose them to their felloW""believers and co do so in the
enviromneut ill which it is possible for real encounter to take place
and a response be made by each to the truth the other cherishes and
by all to the total hunger of the world. we shall do better than well
if we give imaginative concern to how this may be done. Por in such
an environment, ecume.n ical men will grow and the "Why" of our work be
fulfilled in their growing capacity in the Ecumenical tru1k in the whole
1Dhabited world to which we each know ourselves called.
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The critical issue concerning ecumenical education is not whether
it shall be but only what kind it shall be The world has anticipated
our discussion Contemporary culture is busily at work forcing men in
a dozen different ways to confront their neighbors of many climates
and states as well as faiths If we choose not to educate our people
to the reality of other religious they will not remain blissfully
ignorant. our society in its mindless mixture of exploitation and
chance will teach them what we might have hoped to channel through
responsible purposefulness .

Men who believe in one God should have a special interest in
this new world-become-a-neighborhood. Morally we must confess that
a good deal of the prejudice which separatas man from. man, nation
from nation. race from race, has been empowered by religion even
where it has not arisen in its midst For that prophetic judgment
upon us we must be grateful to our secular critics who, judging us
by our own standards, have called us hypocrites. We cannot hope to
end such prejudice merely by giving people facts
Its roots lie
beyond the rational. Yet the word "Jew'' will sound differently
when Christians know the countless lives of sanctity created by
post-Biblical .Judaism, and the term "~' will lose its repulsiveness when Jews know what the mass and the cross and the creeds
represent. The very fact that one faith daems other faiths worthy
of serious brotherly concern will itself make the formal educational
process more than superficially effective
There is another social process which is bringing religious
men together, the growing sentiment called secularity. As men continue
to lose or casually give up their sense of the Transcendent, Biblical
religion will increasingly find itself o:n the defensive, a minority
view in a secular culture. Though we adopt as many of the insights
of secularity as we can and adapt our concepts to secular language
styles, we shall still be outsiders in a world which sees man as
self sufficient Secularity unless fundamentally transvalued iuevitably becomes s~cularism. The pagan reasserts itself In such
world religions, even those which are accustomed to being minority

'"t

-2feiths, will benefit by havin_g allie~ . To know with whom we ~y
stand agatnst a rising paganism. to find those wich whom we can work
in a mutual effort to reorient our civilization, these too are the
spurs to ecumenical education.
Yet in the largest, most positive sense. the search for
brothers has always been the task of those who wait for the coming
of God's Kingdom. We do not stand and serve alone. God knows other
meu as His covenant with Noah and his sons makes clear As our re1igious communion sustains the individual, so our knowledge that
other religious communities stand alongside us in the night of
history should give us all added hope
these truths, and others, can hardly be gainsaid. What
keeps us from applying them in our institutions is not their falsity
but our fear. We a.re afraid that if we affirm that which we mutually
believe we shall lose our individual faith. That dread is particularly
great wt thin the Jewish community. In the century and a half that we
have been coming out of the ghetto we have seen how social integration
leads to religious defection. If the rate of conversions to Christianity has not been high in recent generations it is only because
religion ls out of style and ethical secularism a far more attractive
way out. With society so seductive. shall a minority faith educate
about other faiths? It hardly has time to transmit an introductory
understanding of its own view of man and God and history And after
centuries of Christian persecution climaxed by the Nazi horrors
(which Christianity may not have caused but for which it provided
the background and against which it did not vigorously protest), how
can oue say it is desirable to teach Jews of the truth of Christianity?
These special Jewish fears are widespread among believing.
caring Jews. They must not be repressed They must be stated.
Yet the very statement itself, predicated as it is on some men's
willingness to listen and on our ability to speak our heart's
pain, is not the end of ecumenical education but, in fact, its
beginning To know that we are welcome to acknayJ.edge-.our apprehensions to
men who genuinely care is already to initiate the process an~
transform the broken past in a slight but sigDificant way.
The lasting threat of ecumenism is the loss of identity
In the effort to see what we have in common will it still be possible
for us to remain our own unique selves? In the search to discover
what we share must we not forget that in which we dlffer? Does not
the high value placed on ecumenic~ty necessarily demean the value
of any distinctive fotm or belief?
Surely that would seem to be the attitude of many a common
man. In teaching him about the essence of religion we have implied
its superior truth. Be therefore Judges that what all religions
have in common is superior to what any one holds alone. that is
why. though God may not be dead, institutional religion is neglected
this problem of individuality 41Didst

sam~ess

is the central
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problem facing our society as a whole today. Similarity is the key
to planniQg and production, to organization and facilitation. How
then shall we be persons?
The sinfulness of conformity lies in our surrender of our
peculiar selfhood, the one thing which makes us us. Beatnik rebellion
is no more successful a strategy Bare feet and dlrty long hair may
make us look different. They do uot guarantee that we are ourselves
rather than slaves of middle class conformism in transfo%1114tion reaction. Maturi~ will not be found in total immersion in the life of
mass man nor in external assertions of one's difference from others.
We know ourselves only when we acknowledge both that we are one of
mankind, yet in that unity with all men recognize what distinguishes
us from them. As the midrash puts it when a king of flesh and blood
stamps his likeness upon coins, they are identical, but when the
Roly One BleHed Be He put Bia image on all men, each one ccmes out
unique.
That too should be our goal ill ecumenical education, tlat in
our conceru for what we share in common we do not neglect to clarify
where we differ, and ill learning where we are joined together we come
to understand better were we must stand apart. thus far we have
emphasized but the former. It is time we moved on to the latter
The most important ste~ in ecumenical education then is the creation
of ecumenical polemics
'lhis proposal will sound strange to those for whom ecumenicity is the emotional opposite if not indeed the antidote to the
attitudes implied in the practice of polemics. Polemics meant
antagonism. harshness. the total negation of the antagonist's position. They breathed an attitude of total deprecation and complete
disparagement They assumed the polarization of the debaters with
one poaseadng God's own truth and the other necessarily damned in
God 1 s own eyes. Is not the general joy at the birth of the ecumenical
spirit precisely the death of the old polemical style? Instead of
seeing the agents of tm devil we now see men of another mind,, instead of the damned we begin only with the differeut, and we are
open to the beliefs which he and we share as oue.
The progreee ls morally uamistakeable yet it is not yet
complete. we are more true to one another than we used to be when
today we meet to discover what we have in common. But, in fact, we
are not identical Hence, knowing each other only in our sharing
we have noc yet come to know each other really at all. we exist in
our difference as ill our similarity. To know us truly. indeed to
understand in just what sense that which we share with each other is
meaningful to us, we must be known in our uniqueness. to cut short
our discussions and permit them only to deal with parallels ts then
not to have done much at all. It is easy to be friendly when we agree.
It is more important to see how we are prepared to accept the other's
difference from us, hla rejection of our fundamental faith, his uega•
tion of what we consider to be the saving truth. Difference ls the
test of religious good-will, our ability to create a meaningful
polemics will be the sign of our ecumenical good faith.

-4Obviously these should not be the old type of inter-faith warfare
yet they should retain something of its ultimacy The difficulty of
the old polemics is that they were founded on the premise that man
could give God's Judgment ou other men's faith in the here and now
of history, often to the point of having sword and fire enforce that
decision. How easily then could the will to power, personal or
social, appear to be the will of God. How quickly texts became
pretexts
These procedures were justified by the belief that in Sacred
Scripture both sides had a public, absolute standard of theological
right and. wrong. Today. with some exceptions, we do not believe
religious truth is adequately dealt with in such objective fashion
The Scripture does not state religious truth for us as much as point
to it in a uniquely significant fashion we can still hope to find
public agreement in the text but only insofar as we agree to study
it in terms historians agree may disclose what it once meant.
If we seek to discuss what it means. in truth. now, then we
know we do not read the same text in the same way. When we talk of
the nature of our faith today, even if we use texts to found and
JU&tify our belief. we know we have reference ultimately to a subjective realm. That ia why our polemics must have a new tone.
we ~ beUeve we know God' e ~ truth as beat man may know it but
there is no way fully to explicate it to other men. The public,
open, common knowledge of that truth, the other man• s full recognition
of our right, cannot be required or compelled now, in finite history
He may not know it because we cannot fully convey it or he may in
fact know it as well but as inezpressably as we do In God's good
time, the messianic time, we shall jointly see how "The Lord shall
be one and His name shall be One." (Zech. 14 9) Until then we must
be committed to theological pluralism, and, if we are camnitted to
the fiott.u de of our own under standing as compared with God's• to the
possibili.ty that the other man may have as much of truth aa we do.

Our polemics then will be different by being cond\lcted within
an ecumen:ical context They will be a search for that which divides
us and for the truth which is Uiherent in those differences That
ta what makes them polemical for we shall undoubtedly discover that
there ia fundamental truth in what divides us as in what unites us
Christians may find a faith in the Christ brings them a unity more
fundamental than their different doctrines of the church. Yet faith
in the Christ divide• Chriatian and Jew and insofar as be is under·
stood to be a person of the trinity that divisiveness will affect
the underlying aenae of unity which Jew and Christian might find in
the Biblical God. Here the differencee eeem to be deciaive for the
entire struct.ire of the faith and more fundameotal than ti. similarities. What began then as a search for dia~inctiveneas in unity
may then well eventuate in a etatemaat of what to each ia a more
Description ma1 give w141 io
adequate faith than tbe oth•l'
evaluation and ccaaitmeQt With ultimate trqth at stake iA differ•
euce, these researches in ~n awe. ill ~r ~rq.,
exiaten~ia~ way, pol.U,(.g.

ha•.

-sYet if all faith is ultimately subjective why should we undertake to probe these differences? 'Ibey cannot ever be fully explained and we potent.i ally expose ourselves to the charge of avoiding
brotherhood for emotional or ethnic or other morally insubstantial
reasons
There is some truth in these allegations and they should
sexve as a warning that this undertaking may often end in frustration
and even misunderstanding. Yet the opposite danger is equally great
Not to try to clarify the areas of our disagreement is to imply that
differences are not significant at all
It is to petmit a shallow
relativism to dominate religious discussions. Because faith is finally
personal that does not mean that it is totally incapable of rational
discussion and structuring. After all, the person is rational though
he is not limited to his rationality~ Subjectivity itself can be
discussed in rational categories as is being done here, though those
categories are a poor substitute for the personal experience itself
WI-at can be said should be said, in order that we may exercbe such
checks and balances upon our faith as we are capable of. In that way
we shall be most responsible in believing Aud in the process of
trying to speak of our differences to one another we may better learn
what it is that we have been trying to say, either as we hear it from
the other or recognize in his fallacy or distortion what we did not
mean,
We can likewise be enriched by the non- verbal as well. How
true it is that one understands a faith better in knowing its believers
than in reading its theoreticians The faithful convey to ua something
beyond words of its style, its feel, its effective nuance This is as
critical to understanding its validity as its ideas if not more so.
Hence we must stand in polemic over againstness not just to the minds
of men of other faith but to their faith-full lives as well

That is where the issue of conversion arises We confront
the adherent of another faith in the full hU?neD dimen~ions of the truth
on which he stakes his existence. If he does any less, if he does not
really believe, if his faith is an intellectual game, his practice and
stance an unmeant routine, be is not worth speaking to on these matters.
If he is fully present in his faith his authenticity makes its demands
upon us. Simply by being there he challenges us co accept h~s saving
truth for ourselves. We cannot deny him that right without asking
him to sacrifice himself as self. To engage in this sort of polemic
then mus~ mean to hold oneself open to the demand made by the other's
very peison that we accept his truth T;e risk of dialogue, even
polemical dialogue, is conversion. But it applies to him as to us
He must be as open to us and our truth as we are required to be to
him
He must be as willing to risk what may happen when we talk
as we are and neither of us must in all good conscience exert any
influence upon the other to make a decision other than what logic
permits between minds and respect perm.its between persons
The risk of conversion is worth taking for those who seek
the truth passionately and are reasonably secure in the road that
they have thus far come, for the alternate result to such conversion
is a new and fundamental self-affirmation. To know in the depths of

one's being that the other's truth is not one's own is to be sent back
to one's own truth with some new insight into its nature. That may,
at best, be an existential variety of negative theology, yet it is
also true that negation is one of the classic means of definition
In knowing who we are not, in having some intellectual and personal
sense of why we are not sharers in other faiths, we become more
fundamentally rooted in our own. That is not an easy or a troubleless
path, but compared to the slander and hatred of other faiths into
which religious groups have regularly allowed themselves to be drawn,
it is one far more worthy of our God.
What an extraordinary contribution religion could make to the
contemporary world if it could show men how to understand one another

in their difference! What vulgar sinfulness infects every level of
our social relations when we must deride and defame those who differ
from us in order to affirm our own worth. It is but one step from
this hatred of tl2 different to its destruction. Does not the Bible
itself remind us that the first religious polemic, one over the nature
of sacrifices, ended in Cain's murder of Abel? The time is ripe, as
it always has been, for us to learn that lesson
We are indeed all
the sons of Adam though some of us still till the fields while others
tend tie flocks Whose sacrifice the Lord will in due course accept
Be alone can fully know. Until then we shall serve Him best in being
ourselves, oot trying to becane our brothers, in ·~~eptiog our brother
for what he is, even where he is not like us, and thereby accepting
ourselves as well in all our distinctiveness.
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'Ihe porpose of this address is not to tell you what are the
implications ~£ the ecumenical revolution for religious education.
You are far irore competent to do that than I.. Rather, my role as I
understand it is to try to describe the shape and the background of
the present movement towards unity in such a way that you will have
a common point of reference in your later discussions -- a point of
reference with which you may agree or disagree, but which will, hopefully, provide some kind of focus for your own independent reflections
on the nature and the implications of the contemporary ecumenical ferment

In thinking about this topic, I find myself wondering what
event most vividly symbolizes the startling ecumenical advances of
our times. What came to mind was not the Second Vatical Council or
the Pope's meetings with the Patriarch of Constantinople or the
Archbishop of Canterbuiy, or the entrance of t~~ Russian Orthodox
into the World Council of Churches. but rather the denionstrations at
Selma with nuns, priests, rabbis, and ministers of many denominations
marching shoulder to shoulder in the Negro ranks protesting against
the white power structure. Never before had the country seen such a
vivid visual illustration of the increas111g closeness of Catholics,
Protestants and Jews and of these three groups with the humanely concerned of all religions and no religion at all. This is odd because,
after all, that manifestation was not directly ecumenical . For the
clerics and religious who participated> it was rather an expression of
a new vision and new attitude towards the world. The church, they were
trying to say. must stand on the side of the poor and the oppressed,
not the rich and the oppressors. It cannot confine itself to Sunday
services and pious exercises, but it must participate in the struggle
fer a better world even when this is dangerous. and even when it involves,
not leading and teachlng, but playing 4 servant role in a movement led
and directed by others.
It is, I suspect, this vision of the world and the church's
place in it which is the most important factor in the contemporary
ecumenical situation. It is this which makes it imperative that
Christians act together, not only with each other, but also, as Pope
John XXJ.II put it in Pacem in terris. and as the council has repeated,
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with all men of good will whether Christian or non-Christian, atheists
or believers. Christian unity is important for the sake of what the
council sometimes calls "building the earthly city," for the sake of
effective action on behalf of Che victims of injustice and the alienated and suffering in all strata of society. There are of course many
other motives for ec\IDenism, but it seems to me that it is the beginnings of this new attitude towards the world which gives hope that
present strivings for Christian unity will have a passion and persistence which have often been lacking in the past.
our topic, then, is not ecumenism per _!!, but rather that
vision of the world which is helping to give it its revolutionary
drive. We shall later say something of the ecumenical implications,
but these will be, I trust, more or less self-evident.
In order to understand what is happening, we must go, first of
all, to history, for what is new can be understood only in contrast to
that which it is replacing. We must also draw -- even though we shall
mention few names -- on the writings of both Catholic and Protestant
theologians, for the new vision is being developed as a part of a
group enterprise which is itself ecumenical, embracing Christians of
all confessions.
One prominent Roman Catholic theologian, the Dutch Dominican,
Schillebeeckx, bas proposed that the present shift in the evaluation
of earthly realities is part of the greatest c~ange in Christian
thinking since Constantine 1600 years ago. Each generation is, of
course, inclined to exaggerate the importance of the transition
through which it is living, but if one goes this far back, one might
as we ll go 300 years farther.
It might be suggested that the first great change began as
soon as Christianity moved out of the thought-world of 1st century
Judaism into that of Greek classical culture. in other words, it began
while the New Testament was being written. one view of the universe
was replaced by another and Christian beliefs were refot'lllUlated in
many different ways in the course of a thousand years in order to
make them intelligible within the new framevoxk.
Now we are involved in a comparable transicion. the classical
outlook ls being replaced by pictures of the world derived from modern
science. Once again Christian beliefs are inevitably being expressed
in fundamentally new patterus.

This does not mean. to be sure, that all theologies and philosophies of the past are irrelevant and doomed to disappear. The themes
of the New 'Ieatament authors lived on within a Greek framework. Greek
thought, in turn, re~ains enoxmous vitality even within a modern outlook as is illustrated, for example, by the role which both Platonism
and Ariatotelianism play in a process philosophy such as Whitehead's.
However, such perennially persistent theological and philosophical
positions are radically reshaped withip the context of a new world
picture.

In order to ~stablish the terms in which I would like to describe the reshaping of the Christian attitude towards earthly realitie.s,

-3I shall trespass on your patience bJ recalling some of the familiar
catch-words used by historians in describing the biblical~ classical
and mode-ni world pictures
The New Testament authors, good Jews that they were, saw the
world eschatologically in terms of a story with a definite beginning
and end. The story starts with God's creative act and moves towards
the con.summation when the Messiah will return and manifestly transform
this earth into God's kingdom of justice, love and peace. This transformation so the Christi.ans believed, had already taken place in a
hidden way ~n the first coming of the Meesiah, in Jesus' life, death
and resurrection. Thus, according to this way of thinking, the great
divide in the universe is not along the vertical spatial line between
heaven above and earth beneath, but along the temporal horizontal line
between the old age of sin and death, and the new age of righteousness
and life. Heaven was part of that created order which needed to be
changed, and so the New Testament authors spoke of looking for a new
heaven just as much as for a new earth. Similarly, the great divide
within human existence was not between an immaterial soul and a physical
body. Spirit and flesh in New Testament usage represent quite a different distinction which makes it possible, for example, to speak of a
spiritual body and a fleshly mind. As modern biblical scholars argue,
whatever lived in the power of the caning age, whether body or soul,
was spirit. and whatever remained fixated in the past of loveless and
defensive anxiety was flesh.
Within this context, the attitude of early Christians towards
the world, that is, towards the natural order of created things, was
in a sense this-worldly.. the Kingdom of God for which they longed
was not a matter of "pie in the sky" but was rather the final and
culminating phase of this world's history. Secondly, their attitude
was hope-filled and future-directed. They believed that in Christ
the future had already begun and that the old age of misery and injustice would pass away. Thirdly, they were communitarian, not
in~ i vidualistic.
Individuals were of immeasurable importance. but
they were thought of as persons in community, not as isolated agents.
T~e good life. the redeemed life, was uuderstood by them as reconciliation, as the uniting of man with man. and indeed, of all things through
Christ with God. Salvation was not a matter of simply private experiences nor of the purely interior and separate possession of God 1 s
favor or grace •
The classical picture of the world was dramatically different.
As is often said, it was two-storied and static. The great divide was
between the upper changeless realm of ilmnaterial being, of Platonic
forms or Aristotelian unmoved movers, while beneath was the arena of
becoming, of time and matter. This lower domain was one of coutant
flux, to be sure, but it had no history. Its duration was endless
both in the past and the future, and the basic patterns of the world
of motion remain eternally the same, either in the sense of Aristotle's
unchanging species or in the sense of the ceaselessly repeated Stoic
cycles.
The Christians who had grown up with this view were forced to
modify it profoundly in order to reconcile it with the Bible. 1.'be
world, they said, was not uncreated and of endless duration. but was
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made by God a finite time in the past and would end a finite time in
the future
Occasionally, genuinely new things happened, such as the
coming of Christ
But they retained much of the classtcal outloOk
They continued to believe that the structures of material, biological,
and even human existence remain fundamentally unchanged from the be·
ginning to the end of the world The bJblical horizontal temporal
contrast between the old and the new ages was replaced by the vertical
contrast between an immaterial heaven and material eardl.
Despite
some resistance from Aristotelians like St . Thomas, the Platonic dualism
between soul and body also triumphed, at least on the imaginative level
of popular Christian culture and devotion. Further, -- and the beginnings of this are already apparent in the later books of the New Testament
-- this world is not to be transformed into the Kingdom of God, but it
is to be almost totally annihilated with the exception of a limited
n~ber of pious escapees.
ln this context, the Christian attitude towards the world was
radically altered. This-worldliness was metamorphasized into otherworldliness. The orientation towards the future, towards the Kingdom
which had come in Jesus but was not yet fully manifest, was largely
replaced by a stress on the past incarnation and the Christ of present
faith
Finally, communitarian emphasis gave way to individualism
This was true of Catholics as well as Protestants. Except for some
sectarian movements, the church was not fundamentally a community, ncr
was it fundamentally the Messianic people of God. It was rather an
institution supp~ying the means of grace by which individuals could
be saved, s:o to ap@ak, one by one. To be sure, the Catholics thought
of this institution as indispensible, and the Protestants often did
not but, at least on the level of popular piety, their basic notion
of the church as tge institutional purveyor of the means of grace
has been remarkably similar and their v~ews of salvation equally
individualistic.
However, we should not exaggerate. Christians who thought in
classical patterns have often been deeply concerned about the world
even in its 11!4terial aspects. They could not suppress the Biblical
~phasis on nature as God's good creation. They could not repudiate
the world as entirely evil~ as did the Gnostics. nor neglect it as
somehow unreal in the fashion of some Eastern religions
Supposedly
unworldly Benedictine monks were the great innovators in agricultural
technology in theearly middle ages. During long periods, it was the
church which built the schools and hospLtals. It has provided the
initial impetus for innumerable movements of social reform which, to
be sure, it often then opposed when they threatened the established
order Nevertheless, despite Luther's doctrine of vocation and the
"inner-worldlyn asceticism of the Puritans, so-called secular activi-

ties have generally been regarded during most of Christian history as
second best, mere adJuccts or by-products of the real business of the
devout Christian which is the salvation of individual souls, whether
his own or those of others.
Now, however, a third way of picturing the world is becoming
pervasive. The classical outlook in both its religious and non-religious
versions is, disappearing. Often we are unaware of how recently this
has taken place . The world views of the first period of modern science
were in man.y respects like those of the classical period, however

v
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different in detail. For example, Newtonian science conceived the
basic structures of reality as unchanging and time as ~ absolute of
infinite duration. lt is especially in the last 1'00 years that the
fundamental revolution bas begun. Technological and scientific progress, Caruot's law of entropy, Darwinian evolutionism, Einstein's
theory of relativity and speculations about expanding and oscillating
universes have changed even the way the man in the street visualizes
the universe. He thinks of it, not as static, certainly not as twostoried, but more and more as a unified historical-evolutionary process.
Now, strangely enough, the formal structure, though not the
concrete details, of this modern world picture resembles that of the
first Christian century much more than it does the classical Hellenized
views of later periods.
This, at least, is what many historians of ideas and theologians
are suggesting They argue that for both the first and twentieth centuries, the world is a unified whole rather than divided into two fundamentally distinct layers of the unchanging heavens and the earthly
flux, or of spiritual and physical realities. For both centuries, it
is at least thinkable that this universe bad a definite beginning at
some finite time in the past, even though first century men thought
of this in tenns of thousands of years and the Genesis myths, while
our cosmologists, if they adhere to the theory of an expanding universe, speak of billions of years and of some unimaginable cosmic
explosion For both, this unified, temporally finite cosmos is
not static, but is a process with a story, a history, in which even
fundamental structures can be revolutionized. This is true, once
again, even chough first century Jews visualized the process in
anthropomorphic terms while we speak of gaseous clouds condensing
into nebulae, stars and planets, of the emergence of living beings
from nonliving matter and of the slow and painful push up the evolutionary ladder to cave men and now to space men. Finally, both these
world views are oriented towards the future. Most contemporary men,
to be sure, do not think in first-century fashion of the cosmos as
rushing towards the Kingdom of God, but they are intensely aware
that mankiud is hurtling forward with ever-increasing speed Development succeeds development at an accelerating pace until now we find
ourselves rocketing into the future in what seems to be definite
direction, but towards a goal we cannot know -- towards a blankness
which we f 111 with both terror and hope and towards which we react
either by blind reactionary clutching of the familiar or an equally
desperate revolt against everything which comes fran the past.
We are now in a position to see why an increasing number of
theologians are inclined to think that it is, so to speak, easier to
baptize or Christianize this world view than the classical one.
over-simplifying drastically, one could say that the Christian is
one who affirms in faith and hope, not knowledge, that the future
towards which mankind and his world is heading is not a terrifying
blank but is one whose shape is stamped with the lineaments of him
whom the New Testament speaks of as our elder brother, as the first
fruits of the New Creation, Jesus Christ. God, he says, is guiding
all the processes of 1:1ature and history towards the ultimate, cosmic
fulfillment in which all things and mankind as a whole will be reconciled in Christ, and chrough Christ wi~b God.

this New Testament language is highly symbolic. and it is quite
impossible to reduce tt to a description of a rather commonplace, innerworldly Utopia as some of the social-gospel theologians of a past generation tried to do. It is also impossible to spell out what it means
in quasi-empirical, purportedly scientific terms as Teilhard de Chardin,
for example, so brilliantly, but ultimately unsuccessfully attempted
However, as we know, one of the characteristics of much, though by no
means all, modern theology, both Catholic and Frotestant, is that it
takes symbols seriously, it does not try to explain them away, to
reduce them to another kind of language, whether that of medieval
metaphysics or of some contemporary non-symbolic mode of expression.
It views symbols as the logically indispensible way for the whole
to be represented to man and for man to develop total responses,
total attitudes towards reality the Marxist or the humanist visions
are just as symbolic as the Christian. even when they parade in literal
dress. The question, then, ls not whether the representational pole
of one's ultimate commitments is symbolic or not, for it can't be
anything else, but which set of symbols is most adequate to articulate
and guide whatever fundamental human orientation it may be that is
truest, that is most appropriate, to the fathomless mystery which
lies at the heart of t:hings, which encompasses the beginning and the
end, the origin and the destiny, of our lives and of the world we
know, and towards which we feebly point in our talk about God.
It is in some such way as this that many contemporary theologians try to take seriously within a modern context the biblical vision
of the world and human history. This does not mean that they set themselves up as prophets
They are agnostic about the details of the
future course of events It may last a mere matter of minutes or
it may continue for millions of years. Humanity may experience both
unbelievable cataclysms in the form, for example. of atomic warfare
as well as unimaginable triumphs here on this planet or in distant
constellat~ons and galaxies. About all this the Christian knows no
more nor no less than anyone else. But what be does affirm in faith
is that. whatever happens, the world and human his~ory is moving
towards, not simple cessation or abolition, as most theologies of
the past have suggested. but transformation into the Kingdom of God.

Such an outlook, it must be emphasized, is not a simple reproduction of biblical eschatology. The New Testament authors and
the early fathers understood only the rictory of Isr~el, Pam.an peace
and, in some cases, Greek philosophy as preparation for the gospel,
while within the contemporary perspective, this preparatory action
of God is thought of on a vastly greater scale as extending through
billions of years of cosmic and biological evolution and the hundreds
of thousands of years of human development.

The implications of this for the Christian and the church's
attitude towards and the relation to the world are, of course, tremendous. It leads to much greater emphases on what might be called
"the secular missiolY of the church, on its servant character, and
through this to ecumenism.
The secular mission becomes important because God is seen
as guiding all that happens towards the final transformation. All
that is pure, honorable and of good report, whether it develops

-7within the exp~icitly Christian sphere or not, whether it is overtly
religious or aptarently secular in character, will enter into the
conaummation. rlumao advances of all sorts, from the technological
and scientific to the social, political, cultural and moral, are
part of God's p1eparation for the coming kingdom. These advances,
of course, are r~dically ambiguous and can be used for evil purposes
as well as good, but God wills that man actualize his potent~lities
to the utcermoat, and whatever is good about these actualizations is
etetnally relevatt. Thus the "building of the earthly city," as
Vatican 11 calls it, and the worldly tasks which necessarily occupy
the attention of -.nost men most of the time are not simply a meaningless background to spiritual reality, to the New Age, but contribute
to its very cons~itution. In promotiQg so-called secular advances,
therefore, the ~hurch and the Christian are directly engaged in God's
business, and t'lis la true not only when they struggle for peace and
justice, but also when they are concerned with tll! e inseparably related
technological, intellectual and cultural domains.

In the second place, however, this Christian concern for the
world cannot take the form, which was common in the classical, twostory view, of a desire to dominate and direct society. 'Ibis was
natural in that context simply because the church thought of God as
saving, not the world, but individual souls out of this world. Its
interest ln society, therefore, was simply that of providing a
fav~able environment for the specifically religious activities of
preaching, worship, and Christian nurture. Not only Catholics, but
also many Protestants, were quite willing, for example, to violate
religious liberty in order to prevent simple souls from being led
astray. Even when they didn't go that far, their interest was
frequently the negative one of passing blue laws to remove temp ta- ~
tlon rather than the positive one of building for the future.
However, when God is seen as redemptively guidin& all the
processes of nature and history towards the consummation, then the
church no longer has a monopoly of saving activity. The church is
called upon to cooperate with what God is doiag outside the explicitly
Christian realm. It must do this even when its role is subsidiary,
even when it does not lead to any growth of power or influence for
itself, even when it does not result bi an increase :ln membership.
Ite role must be tbat of a servant of mankind, no~ a master.
Indeed, one must go farther. The sole business of the
Christian community ls to concentrate on faithful witness in action
as well as word to the Lord who was a servam of human need and who
fouaht against evil even when. to put it mildly, it was inexpedient
to do so. 'lbe Church, therefore, need not feel troubled if it
fails to convert large numbers to Christianity. It can cheerfully
leave the question of visible success to God, knowing that He wills
to use that witness in apparent defeat as in apparent victory. Its
task is not necessarily to Christiani~e the world. but to serve it
by remindl..ng it in all that lt ls and does of where it ls heading,,
of what God's purposes are. It does this, not only by the words
and inclivldual lives of its members, but more fundamentally by
being a cC111Dunion of faith, love, and service, by being a concrete
sign pd witness, however impe1.'fect,, of the Kingdom which baa begun
and is to come.

..a..
'

l'he ecumenical importance of these emphases is obvious. Within
the traditional two-story outlook there was no overwhelmingly evident
reason why Cbl'iatiana should act together in order to carry out their
mission. That mission was thought of, as we have said, primarily in
terms of the explicitly religious task of mediatiDg God's saving gI"ace
to indivt.duals. l'he Catholic, to be sure, has conceived of the communication of this grace more in terms of right doctrinal belief, sacramental causality and i~titutional membership while the Protestant has
spoken mostly of the Word of God, living faith or religious experience,
but in both cases it was not of central importance that Christians and
churches act together 111 order to carry out their f uuction of saviog
souls one by one. Thie was particularly true on the Protestant side,
but eveu Catholics admit, as bas now become clear from the council' a
Decree on Ec\llDenism, that the grace of God can be mediated more or
less fully to individuals through ecclesial communities and churches
which are not in communion with l.Olne. Thus there is room for beiog
laissez faire about the divisions among Christians. To be sure,
there can be a variety of reasons even in this outlook for taking
unity with the utmost seriousness, but it is not built into the very
concept of the mission of the church.
Within the new perspective, in contrast, it becomes immediately
evident that Christians must be reconciled amoDg themselves and., by
their commuual action, reconcilers in the world if they are to be
credible witnesses to God's reconctlin~ a ~ tion. Further, united action
is required for effective service 'ef.human need when this is understood
not only in terms of the traditional religious activities, but also as
a secular mission which embraces all dimensions of human existence
whether private or public, whether material, cultural or political.
This makes ecumenism central to the purpose of the church. It: makes
clear that even preliminary steps towards unity are important. While
the goal may be the full unity of the churches, it would be a serious
error to wait until that is accomplished (as was often done in the
past) before beginning to work together, and think together and
worship together to the degree that this is possible. Everything
which can be done to increase communication and cooperation among
Christians is fundamental to what Vatican II affirms is the church's
nature as sign and source of unity in the divided world

The concrete applications of this outlook are beginning to
be seen everywhere, not only in such ma~ters as the demonstrations
at Selma. which we have already mentioned, but in common concern for
the Vietnam war, in joint Catholic-Protestant parishes in inner city
areas in St. Louis and here in Chicago, in the trend towards thinking
about the problems of education cooperatively rather than competitively and in many similar developments in many areas. It is evident
that when the churches are most deeply involved 1D staudlng on the
side of the poor and oppressed> and in serving human needs of every
kind, that they are forced to think, act and live together. This
does not decrease, but increases concern for doctrinal and ecclesiastical divisions> because these become urgent problems only whe.n
the necessity for a life of common action and prayer is vividly
apprehended.
We have said enough, perhaps, to indicate why the new picture
of the world as a God-directed eschatological process enhances concern
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time now to pause and reflect what chances there are that this will
significantly influence the attitudes and behavior of the men and
women who call themselves Christians and of the institutions called
churches.
It is ea.sy to be skeptical. To be sure, the words of official
ecclesiastical documents have been affected by the new outlook as is
evident in the pronouncements of Vatican II, the World Council of
Churches and many Protestant denominations. tt is also clear that
the new vision provides some inspiration and a kind of theological
rationalization for a new emphasis on the secular mission of the
church. However, can we really expect that more than a few words
and a few actions will be changed? Isn't it totally unrealistic
to suppose that the masses of the devout can be weaned fr an their
preoccupation with their own soul's salvation or with a religiously
induced peace of mind or that the church's institutional self-interest
aud preoccupation with numbers and finances can be substantially dim·
inished? Can one really expect any large number of people to have
their imaginations captivated. faith stirred and ene•gies mobilized
by what sometimes seems a kind of theological science-fiction fantasy?
Is it really believable from the point of view of either Christianity
or modernity that building the earthly city ls part of God's way of

preparing

fo~

the final unveiling of the Messianic Kingdom?

The empirical

relevant to 6Uch questions is inconclusive. Christianity and, in a differe~t way, Judaism survived
astonishingly difficult transi~ions in the past, and perhaps dley
will do it again. Or perhaps they will suffer shipwreck. The
Christian, to ~e sur~, affirms that the commwiity of believers
in God's Messiah, however large or small it mcy become, will have a
role to play in God's plans for the world until the end of time, but
that is an affirmation of faith, not knowledge
evide~ce

However, of two things, it seems to me, both believers and
can be fairly sure If the Chr~stian community endures
as a vital force, it will do so, first of all, only because it maintains the outrageous grandeur of its original claims that the selfgiviug of God in Jesus Christ is central for humanity, and indeed,
for the universe. Otherwise, with the increasing disappearance
of sociological and cultural reasons for belonging to the church~
there would be no potnt iq being a Christian Secondly, however,
it will have to learn to think, and feel and experience these claims
in terms of the modern picture of tte world. It will have to view
the vast panorama of cosmic and human history, not: as a meaningless
backdrop for so-called spiritual or purely existential realities1
but as part of the very substance of God's plan for the world. It
will learn to affinn earthly realities and the concrete stuff of
human development as a painful and everlastingly ambiguous but
still essential part of God's preparation for the coming Kingdom
non-~elievers

As I said at the beginning, the implications of this for
religious education is something for you to consider. If there is
any merit in the general approach to ecumenicism which we have
sketched, three theses in particular would seem to deserve attention
First, the ecumenical aspect of religious education cannot consist
simply or primarily of supplying fair and sympathetic infonnation
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about other religious bodies
Rather, it must be related to the need
to work with other Christians, with Jews, and indeed all men of good
will, iu the service of human needs and ,o f reconciliation in a divided
world. Secondly, this ecumenism in action needs to be nourished by
the search for greater unity ·- which does not mean uniformity - - in
prayer, worship and expressions of faith (i.e., "doctrine"). The socalled 11 secular" and "religious" dimensions of ecumenism cannot be
separated. l'hirdly, all our teaching should be informed by a sense
of history and of change so that we present our respective traditions
as developing and never completely adequate expressions of the full ness of the Christian reality '1hich often do not contradict, but
rather supplement each other, and which need to grow together in
mutual enrichment It is only thus that deep rootage in the concreteness of Christian life, that is, loyalty and love to a particular
church, can be combined with genuine opeuness and ecumenical passion
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Mr Cha.irman,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
To be here this afternoon required the crossing of an ocean,
once the most forbidding thing to man, today one of the most comfortable and restful exoeriences one can have But spPaking to you this
afternoon requires a=i attempt at real communicat~on and that has
become most difficult That is the predicament of our time Crossing an ocean is a child's game in comparison with communication
Airplanes are safer than words to bring people close to each other
T~eae are strange times iu which we are more at home with ccmpliceted machines than with the simplicity of words. And men in such
a time want to gain clarity about tm impossible semantic codecombination of secular ecumenicity and the complexity of religious
education!
However, we ahall try and hope that at least the concurrence
of trying to say something and the attempt to listen will produce an
eoucational event if not for you than at least for me.

A.

secular Ecumenicity

What ~o we mean by secular ecum.enicity?* The adj ective
which simply m.aa~s 'worldly, ' 'not sacred' or even
'concrete,' is not meant to add anything to the meaning of ecumenfcity but to guard i t against possible misinterpretations. I will,
therefore, not speak this afternoon of yet another sort of ecumenicity, apart from the usage that word has in Roman Catholic circles
or iQ the World Council of Churches, but simply about what some of
us think ecumenicity must mean if it is to be biblical and theologically sound.
'secular~'

*See also Albert H van den Heuvel The humiliation of the
Church, Westminster Press, Philadelphia, October 1966, page 92
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Ecumenicity - as we all know - comes from the Greek word
oiko\llllene, which simply means the inhabited world, the world of man
Its meaning, therefore, originally is 'openness towards the world of
man.• The specialized use which the churches are making of the word
hopefully does not forget the original meaning but applies it to the
life of the churches. Ecumenicity in the churchly realm can be define~ as study and action for the renewal of the life of the churches
and the manifestation of the unity of the Church. The word stands
for a perspective in thinking and a specific way of churchly behavior.
Ecumenicity is the modus vivendi of the ecumenical movement.
About the movement itself I do not have to speak long. The
reason why the word ~nicity is in need of a clarifying adjective
is simply that the word is already very differently understood in
different circles
Conservative Evangelicals hear in it that the
Churches of the Reformation are on their way to submit themselves
again to the bishop of Rome (submissive ecumenicity), the Roman
Catholic Church hears in i t the restoration of the unity of the
Church ~ be it in a radically renewed form - around the Pope
(papal ecumenicity), the World Council of Churches uses it for
the road towards the manifestation of the unity of the Churches
in a form which is not yet known (open ec\DDenicity). As you see
it is the World Council of Churches which knows least, and the
Conservative Evangelicals who k11ow most, about the outcome of
the ecumenical movement
But our subject is even more complicated There is not
only perplexity between historic confessions about the meaning of
of the word
Ecumenicity shares the fate of all other theological
concepts in tbat it is submitted to a tremendous differentiation
of meaning within each of these communities
I hold that to be a
most important and exciting development Each community of faith
today is as diversified as the One Church of Christ would be.
There are Roman Catholics holding a concept of ecclesiastical
authority lower than many Southern Baptists, there are evangelical
Protestants today who are avowed atheists, there are episcopal
Pentecostalists and high church Calvinists
In the churches a
German proverb has become superbly true Es gibt nicht, dass es
nicht gibt' Nothing exists that does not exist. The time in
which one could smell at a theological book and tell the confession
of its author is gone, our communities of faith have become as
differentiated as the whole world. And since our concept of
authority has also changed, the Grand Inquisitor - or whatever
the name is for the office which enforces unifonnity in our
churches - can do little about it. The inner differentiation of
the Church is here to stay This development spells trouble to
the ecumenical movement which is built on the principle that whole
communities speak to whole communities It spells profound trouble
for the discussion between, for instance, the Roman Catholic Church
and the World Confessional Bodies. Who will represent the Roman
Catholics? Ottaviani or Bea, Tromp or Kung, the Italian hierarchy
or the Dutch, the Curia or the representatives of l'Eglise des
Pauvres?' And who shall represent the Lutherans? Botllloeffer's
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Missouri Syuod?
I took the Roman Catholic and dle Lutheran
confession as an example because doctrine plays such a central
role with them, but the same could be said about aDy other confession.
'those of us who use the phraseology of secular ecumenicity
see to our embarrassment that the undigested differentiation of our
confessional positions often results in their representation by
those who show greatest affinity to their historical positions, as
if historical loyalty was a guaranty for actual relevance.* In an
age of differentiation, a dialogue between those who represent a
whole confession becomes increasing difficult. Example the gigantic
performance of Vatican II. The ecumenist may be comforted by the
thought that these 3,000 minds can live in one Church and in what
the documents call perfect unity, at the same time he is greatly
perplexed as to hew the ecumenical debate with the separate brethren
of the Roman tradition shall henceforth be carried out.
The ecumenical movement then has become much more of a laboratory than of a conference hall, more a place in which the people
committed to renewal meet and plan than a place where the repre•
sentatives of historical communities straighten out their dif ficul ties. The emphasi.s has shifted fran unity to renewal, or at
least from unity-in-trut~ to unity-through-renewal. To me thet
seems tremendous progress because it means that we have all seen
that churches, as t~ey a~e, cannot ever find unity nor can they
ever find relevance for t ~e world The ecumenical movement is a
laboratory where sick ch~rches try to discover together how to get
well together.
In this laboratory the most important ingredients of the
medicine have been discovered as well. These can be called Man
and Wo:ld.
When the Christian hears the word Man he is first and instantly remi~ded of that Man whom. in the words of Thomas the
Doubter, he ccnfesses as "his God and his Savior, the Man fran
llazareth, Jesus Chrlst. 11 Not Christ in isolation of mortal man,
but as the beginning of the new humanlty, as the New Adam, as God's
disclosure of what Man in his U:iage really is
Recent scholarship has shown that Jesus' most beloved title
for himeelf, the Son of Man, is not merely a singular concept but a
plural one

**

*Actual relevance is not in contradiction to historical loyalty
but it can not be equated either
**See, for instance, Nort11an Perrin, 'The flugdom of God in the
Teaching of Jesus, London, 1965.

'!he Son of Man b really the righ~eou ~amuntty, as tho
Suffering servant i i in reality the obedient Israel. Ia tba RUl'tlW
aiad, we are told, the coacept of the person and the coacept of the
comum.ty are like ~ aides of one ceill.* The Chriatian eommuaity
•••• this exemplified in the person of Jesus, who •UJRS up iD hi.a•
••lf the obedieAt larael and p•r•oaif1•• th• Sufferillg servaat aD4
the SOD of Man, but who also opeu up the po1aib1Uty for aea to
jein Bia and become part of the people ac Cod willed man to 'be.
la the ecmienical movement we haw lCllll aiuce aaid that the closer
th• Churches arow to th• Christ th• clGser they COIN toaether.
nothing new would have to be eat• here, were it not that earlier
ecumenists often laid the emphaai• oa the alorified Christ, 'Whose
triumph3list featvrea dc:minated hi.a h'Ull&Dity, his auffarina and hie
service, with which our generatien ha• become so faeeioated. H!
therefore like to say it this way the closer we coae te the humanity
of Jea~d Christ, th• ~loeer we came to each other.
A aimilar thought ecmea to ua ill yet another •Y·

The r•clia•

covery of biblical theology, eapedally of the Cid T•ataaent. has
opudd our eyes again to the fact that God's deaiga for the world
1-c:.s thP '1-\umac.hation of aan as ita object. Uatng •aaewhat exaggerated
lc.ugwtg?, we like ~o say that Cod doe• not want people to became
Cbist•c..is bL- sin.-:::~· meo. As God him.self became m'!D• so i.ie wants

to .:>e~ome 't~n t.T\. mu1ter the faith and the ceurr.ge to leave
beaind '"ie su . . -b~· ty with which we are usually s.:.tisfied.

.!:~

Both i - -~et
promic - or

thE
vet

'**

live bJ the luaowl~dge th.~~ they hold a
~il
~~sand the eonteat of t~at pr~n~se ~s a revealed
ari<l re......:ireQ .x..:nhoo..a, aubjectiag natu1:e 1 est. olie 'JJ3 vLole communi.. l es L ·1bic i. JU8tl.ce and peace are -rried Gi::-.4 110_ at w&.r, rid1cull11&
c:.nd em 3hing idols alMi worshipping Cod in festive aud willina o1>edince.
~n

~ ~ureh

The whole creatiao "waits with eager expectations for God' 1 1on1 to
be revealed" (Ram. 8 19) and our hope is that "the uaiverae itself
ls to be freed frcm the sbacklea of mortality and enter u~ou the
liberty and splendour of the Children of Goe!" {va 21) •
C~urch

Thi8 radieal tvnina of CCMl towards man cannot but briaa th•
to follow Ria aud worship Bia by livina a fully huma~ life.

o1
:
Mr ::.n I> v r Die Fre~e e c•:. Bin ...e lnan, !93G
t..". '1Slo1 -on - - !!.t_- -...i Man and 1"'~_i::, Fo. :.ina f...ibrary.

English

**la the now faooua worcla of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the Christian
18 not a "homo religionis" but a man, pure and aimple ••••• iu whom
the knoy.;ledge of death and reaurrecttoii is ever preaent •• ".
Ir "Letters srd Paper1 frsp Prbon.'' P'o1ataoa 'books, page 127.

-sThe ec\DDenical movement means that the Church in Unity brings
the message of this hope to the whole inhabited world as the Central
Committee of the World Council of Churches said in Rolle, 1951
Worldliness
For the same reason the ecumenical movement is the radical
movement towards worldliness Radical because it requires a change
in the root of our thinking (metanoia/conversion)*, it requires the
death of the Old Adam, radical because it means leaving the thoughtpattern of the old aeon and entering the world anew as people who
have been called out of the world to be sent back into it again,
as servants.
This worldliness or secularity, with all its dangers**» is
at the heart of the ecumenical movement Therefore, schema 13 is
regarded as the highlight of Vatican II and the Wiorld Conference on
Church and Society is regarded as the most interesting recent event
in the ecumenical movement of the Protestant and Orthodox churches
Y'e s, there is an even more important thir·d remark to make.
We must see that God led us during the last years to discover that
He himself is the great secularizer ~ The ~hole stoty of Israel
is the stoxy of the refusal of the sacred autocracy of the Middla
East Fr·om the thundering No! to the golden calf, the hesitatio:i
about building a temple and crowning a king to the stirringly
ethical preaching of the prophets, the Jewis~ people were led to
the understandjng that faith is not a stirri~3 of the soul or a
religious emotion but an obedience to humanity as God has ordained
it Modern theology has wrought an impressive liberation for us by
showing the profoundly secular character of God's revelation, ~n
which all God's acts and all man's responses are dirscted to a life
for others and a concentration on the humanization of man's structures
In the ecumenical movement these trends have been brought
together, have fed and crossfertilized each othe r, a:id have taken
bold of ma.ny in all confessions. Of course, we are not without

*See Bonhoeffer again o.c. pages 120-128
**For the dangers, see what has been written about a lack of
discipline disguised as "new morality" or unfaith disguised as
"modern belief" in the works of J.>auJ. Le~ann, 8thics, Jacques
I
Elul, Fausse Presence, and H. Golwitzer, The Existence of God.
***See Bonhoeffer's work in prison, the writings of Roland
Gregor Smith, Albert H. van den Heuvel The Humiliation of the
Church, Rarvey Cox The Secular City, and especially A. Th.
van Leeuwen Christianity in World History, London, 1964.
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problems in all this
Secularizing in God• s ecouomy is not an eud
in itself as some overeager modern theologians seem to say. Secularization, the new freedom for man, is preparation for choice. It
procures man's freedom to recognize the source of this liberty or
to reject it. Israel's and our hope is not a secularized society,
but a society in which the farmers will write the name of .nnm on
the bells of their horses (Zach.14 20), or, in the tel'IDS of""tiie
New Testament, a city, not merely known for the absence of temples
in it, but in which God vlll be all in all. It is in this hope
that some of us created the expression secular ecumeulcity. That
concept then witnesses to God's liberation and to our hope, that
the members of the divided community of faith will find each other
ln their service to man and to God's world We must remember that
only that which prevents the churches from this service divides them
properly All other divisions, as the inner differentiation of our
churchlife shows, we can bear within the One Church ~
The secular ecumenist is greatly encouraged by the development
of the ecumenical movement the erosion of the doctrinal differences
between our churches, the unifying development in modern biblical
exegesis, the common experimentation going on between churches in
all lands and the spiritual unity between those in different communities whose allegiance is to renewal, closer to each other than to
many renewal-resisting colleagues in their ow tradition.
We are
full of hope that God gives bis churches a real new road to follow
and we pray that all our best theological thinking will go into
this adventure, that living remembrance of our rich traditions will
give it colour and depth and that together we shall have courage to
take far-reach ~ng and deep-ploughing decisions.
B

Secular ecumenism and the teaching of the faith

It seems to me that the way of thinking which I have outlined
above he.a profo•-nd consequences for the teaching of the faith I am
not ready to d~velop these consequences here in full, but will try
gladly to begin a discussion on them
I must warn you at the outset that I am uot going to be very
practical. My knowledge of the Christian education debate in the
Anglo-Saxon churches is limited and recent I apologize, therefore,
for drawing wide circles rather than painting a precise picture.
1. The teaching of the faith in ecumenical perDpective can never
be discharged by either informing people about the ecumenical movement
and other churches or by bringing people of different communities to-

gether. All this, however necessary, is pre•ecumenical.
Serious ecumenical education only takes place when people
engage together in the mission of God towards the world. Their
common confession and their coamou worship do not come about through
combining old or inventing new forms acceptable to all the faithful
but la found and fulfilled through their common witness and s.e rvice.

I -

Our experience tells us that this is true

Concentration

on our differences u.s ually creates hardened disagreement, or at the
best, uncomfortable consensus, to which all can subscribe but no•
one can live with. Concentration on what unites us usually creates
the uncomfortable agreements of people who know the surprising measure
of their unity but who do not know how to apply their agreement.
Only if we learn to theologize and worship as one body-in•
service, vill we understand the true scope of our disunity and the
strength of our unity.. Our common service and witness form the only
reliable tools for establishing the real dimensions of our unity and
division.

2. The insight that God is the secularizer of all men's religious inventions,* makes the teaching of the faith into stimulation
of the process of secularization. The biblical narratives and their
kerygma tell us many things about the God of Israel indirectly, by
way of attacking the idols. Paith, in biblical terms, means first
of all establishing silence and openness, expectation and alertness,
so that God can be beard when He speaks in his strangely silent,
hidden and implicit ways. That means that teaching the faith
means first of all cleari"Qg the religious field of all the voices
of the idols.

The destruction of all that sets itself up as god prepares
the way for God himself. therefore, salvation reaches man through
judgment in the prophetic literature That is the real issue in
the ministry of John the Baptist, that is the content of the teaching
of Jesus The initiative, the first act, lies with God, of course,
but shows itself firat of all in judgJBent The faith of Israel and
the Church must, therefore, include the relentless attack on the
ever-recurring idolatry, out of which the kerygma called man back
Jesus' strongest teaching about the kingdom of Cod significantly
comes when he exorcises the demons, that is when he fights, rejects
and overcomes the powers which dehumanize man Our world is full
of such powers. Propaganda, the distortion of news which silences
or distorts the view of the opponent and/or enemy, nationalism which
operates on the pri11eiple that our allegiance to ouraelve.s ie preeminent over that to other peoples. political pessimism which makes
people believe that no one else is ready for sacrifice and that man
will only work for his own good, cabalistics which believes that one
needs a majority to get things done, minimalism, holding that we have
to straighten out the small problems before we can effectively tackl.e
the big ones. All these idols are recognizable because they divide
rather than unite, they focus on self rather than on others, they
want to be worshipped r~ther than used, they sow enmity rather than
*I am aware tbat the concept of rellgion is ambiguously used
here. Anglo-Saxons seem to prefer religiosity here, although I do
not think that this helps basically. I use the word "religion1' in
the Barthian and Bonhoef ferian eeuse of the yord (a) as a unifying
concept for the religious, dte philos.ophical and the scientific and
(b) as the odious combination of soter1olog1cal egotism and metaphysical escapism. For a fuller treatment see my The Humiliation
of the Church, Westminster Preas, 1966, chapters 11 II and III.
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produce reconciliation, they bring loneliness rather than fellowship,
they imprison rather than set free, they make people stand still
rAtber than move.*
I have the feeling that current discussions on the teaching
of the faith do not put sufficient emphasis on this point. Subsequently religious or Christian education tends to became too
"religious" again, too much concerned with either knowledge about
beliefs or integration with the religious community. The sure sign
that the emphasis tends to be wrong is when the rich think we are
doing alright and the poor could not care less, or even actively
distrust us.
3. Toe kerygma of God becoming man is qualified in the New
Testament by stating that he became a poor man. Of course, this
is no exaltation of poverty. Poverty is in the whole biblical
tradition a curse !ut paradoxically the cursed are blessed
because God takes their side He takes their side to bring them
from poverty to wellbeing.
One must be blind not to see that the whole Bible drives the
rich to either side with the poor, give them JUStice and charity
(in that order~) or perish under the wrath of God.

Secular ecumenicity means that the Church takes on this
role. That is an intrinsic part of our renewal. Since all of us
here are rich we had better see the choice before us The poor are
abundant in our world. Two thirds of the nations' population are
hungry. 15,000 people die today of starvation. We have indicated
in our politics that we are standing with these people in their
ideological battle. We interfere with them, we protect them, we
guide them very forcibly, but, at the same time, we buy their raw
materials, at such fluctuating prices that they are at our mercy.
we put tariffs on the products they want to sell ·us, we give them
loans which they can not pay us back as long as trade is not organized, we invest in their countries and bring the moneyearned there
to our landa, we give them aid which is ridiculously low both in
proportion to what we earn by our exploitation of them and our own
gross national income. Here secular ecumenicity becomes painfully
concrete. The Church in the developed countries ·cries to God about
our American and European injustice but we throw up our hands and
let them die. It seems to me, ladies and gentlemen, that here we
come to the heart of the matter. These things our churches will
have to shout from the roofs in order that the prophetic preaching
of the Old Testament may be understood at all and the people of God
may be given a chance to really show, by their loss of popularity
and worse, whether their God is alive or dead **
*Albe.rt H. van den Heuvel These Rebellious Powers, Friendship
Press, New York, SCM Press, Lond9n, 1965.

**See Msgr. Ancil a.v L'eglise des Pauvres, Les editions du
CERF, Paris, 1965, which states that "evangelism to the poor includes
the evangelism of, the call to, i f possible the conversion and if
that is not possible the condemnation of the rich."
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In societies in which political and social education is so
abominably cheap that the great majority of people can vote without
knowing or facing the issues, the teaching of the faith will have
to be political education and social education from the perspective
of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, that is, from the perspective of
a God who gives the poor and the oppressed an open future and hope
(Jer.29:11). Let us learn from the fact that in South Africa,
Nazi Germany and many parts of this country, religious education
f ort1fied rather than weakened political and social injustice
If we do not teach wt.th the same explicitness and toughness of
the biblical teachers themselves, we do not teach at all. Today
the international bodies like FAO, UNCTAD and W'lC are better religious educators than the COUllDUilities of faith.
The teaching of the faith in tenns of secular ecumenicity
must mean the preparation of people to become fully men. On the
one hand this means clearing the religious field of idols, on the
other the identification with the struggle for the rights of the
poor, but also the representation of those whose voice is silenced
in the decision-making forces. The love for the enemy, for instance,
in tenns ,o f education mustat least mean that we take him seri.ously.
Allow me to take an example In South Africa the teaching of the
faith, that is the education to full human living, must mean that
the white churches teach their constituency what those Bantus who
want apartheid to go really say. That this ls not done, that the
Bantus who love the white are always made the spokesmen of their
people, shows the sickness of the white religious community You
can make your own application for the racial problem in this country.
Are we also willing to include in our education the teaching of love
for the enemy in relation to the Vietnam war? Are not the American
religious educators called to teach who the Vietcong really are and
what they really want? Not because they take their side, nor because
they are friends, but precisely because they are enemies. Are we not
called, because of our faith, to represent those who are virtually
silenced in the discussion and in the official statements, because
we think so highly of man that we do not want him to miss any element of discernment in his decision-making?

S. Finally, some people may still ask but what about the content of the faith, what about the covenant and conversion, about
prayer, the sacraments, forgiveness, what about incarnation and
resurrection? To answer that very legitimate question I have to
make a remark about a recurring element in the Anglo~Saxon religious
education discussion. In the attempts to find the right approach
to Christian education, people have used concepts like scripturecentred, child-centred, experience-centred, coxnmunity-centred. All
agree that each of these indications contains important elements of
truth. But all share the same weakness, namely, the danger that the
faith is systematized, in all these concepts the faith can be, and
as we well know, often is separated from God's accual deeds in
history
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lt seems to m.e that here it is helpful to refer to what
Gerhard von Bad* says in his theology of the Old Testament about
God's educatioaal work. God, he says, educates by interfering into
the history of the Jewish and theother natiou. Iu other words, the
teaching of the faith ie event-centred.
In the punctiliar concept
of history which is eo dcminaot in the Old Testament, the people live
from event to event Prom the exodus to the possession of the Holy
Land. fram the splitting of Israel to the exile. And all teachiag,
the whole content of the faith, is related to these events and the
hope for ones yet to come There are no concepts in Scripture, there
are only stories and, therefore, relational insights. So, even God
changes his mind (Bx. 1•22), so a sin of yesterday becomes a commandment for tomorrow (Deut. 7), so a man bas to do in God• s name what he
refused iu God's 1l81De before (Acts 10). That does Dot make for in·
consistency but for a consistent attitude of continuous listening and
readiness to reconsider and change.
Couceptual education is UDbiblical, scripture makes us cha?GpioDB of narrative education, in which all we know from revelation is
brought to bear in the evaluation of the events of our actual history.

All we can teach is how, in pa•t~evente, faith became effective and unfaith was revealed in doing so, the past events become
contemporary and so produc:e elemeots for Che disc:en=ent of the
actual effectiveneas of faith The contextual study of tradition,
in which Scripture plays a decisive role, is absolutely necessary
for an understanding of the faith today.
Both what we call biblical concepts and 'What we call central
events of church life lose their value when separated frcm the obedience asked fraa ua in the events of our day. Bonhoeffer formulated
that in his time moat sharply in his reminder that only he who shouts
for the Jews may sing Gregorian chants. So today only those who are
fully committed to the abolition of hunger may receive comm\lllion, only
those who are fully cC111Ditted to unity in the world may work for unity
between the churches, only those who are fully cOllllllitted to real
communication between estranged people may pray and only those willing
to die for their fellows may carry the message of the resarcection.
Of course, th.ese words are hard, they bring us to confession,
to a plea for forgiveness and to a renewed understanding of mercy and

grace, that is to the center of the gospel and the content of tha faith.
'*Gerhard von lad Theologie des Alten Testaments 11, Kaiser Verlag,

